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Workplace Bullying as an Occupational
Safety and Health Matter:
A Comparative Analysis
By SUSAN HARTHILL*
I. Introduction
Workers who are bullied at work suffer physically and mentally,
and can even be driven to suicide. There ought to be a law against
workplace bullying, and in some countries, there is.2 Workplace
bullying is repeated, malicious mistreatment of an employee that
occurs over a period of time, and bullying behavior ranges from
constant criticism to shouting and verbal abuse.3 Although there is a
growing body of interdisciplinary work highlighting the prevalence
and costs of workplace bullying in the United States,' there are
currently no U.S. state or federal laws expressly addressing the issue,
* Associate Professor of Law, Florida Coastal School of Law. Earlier versions
of this Article were presented at the Fourth Annual Colloquium on Current
Scholarship in Labor & Employment Law, Seton Hall University College of Law,
and the Seventh Annual International Conference on Workplace Bullying and
Harassment, in Cardiff, Wales, and I am grateful to the participants at these
conferences for their comments. I have previously published an Article comparing
the law of workplace bullying in the U.K. and U.S. and an Article focusing on the
occupational safety and health aspects of workplace bullying. This Article builds on
my earlier work, which is cited in some of the footnotes to this Article. The Author
wishes to thank Frank Trovato and David Kutch for their able research assistance.
Finally, thank you to the Florida Coastal School of Law for its research support.
1. See, e.g., Business, Director, Three Workers Convicted and Fined for
Bullying, WORKSAFE VICTORIA (Feb. 9, 2010), available at
http://www.worksafe.vic.gov.au/
wps/wcm/connect/wsinternet/worksafe/sitetools/news/business-director-three-work
ers-convicted-fined-for-bullying.
2. See infra Section IV.
3. See infra Section III.
4. See, e.g., Pamela Lutgen-Sandvik et al., Burned by Bullying in the American
Workplace: Prevalence, Perception, Degree and Impact, 44 J. MGMT. STUD. 837, 851-
52 (2007).
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despite the groundbreaking work and legislative efforts of workplace
bullying pioneers David Yamada and Drs. Ruth and Gary Namie.'
The dismal fact for American workers is that the U.S. lags behind
many other countries when it comes to addressing workplace
bullying, both in terms of regulatory reform and self-governance
initiatives. This is despite the fact that several studies in the U.S.
have shown that workplace bullying causes ill health for targets.'
Workplace bullying has been identified as a major cause of work-
related stress, and stress in turn is linked to many physical and
psychological symptoms.! For this reason, the prevention of
workplace bullying should be viewed as an occupational safety and
health concern.
Several countries have already taken the important step of
recognizing workplace bullying as an occupational safety and health
hazard and initiating preventative and restorative efforts.! This
5. See, e.g., Gary Namie & Ruth Namie, Workplace Bullying.- How to Address
America's Silent Epidemic, 8 EMP. RTs. & EMP. POL'Y J. 315, 318, 32-30 (2004);
David C. Yamada, The Phenomenon of "Workplace Bullying" and the Need for a
Status-Blind Hostile Work Environment Protection, 88 GEO. L.J. 475, 528 (2000)
(making the case for new legislation to address workplace bullying).
6. See infra Section III.
7. See id
8. See generally Susan Harthill, The Need For A Revitalized Regulatory
Scheme To Address Workplace Bullying In The United States: Harnessing The
Federal Occupational Safety And Health Act, 78 U. CIN L. REV. 1250, 1275 (2010)
(making the case for addressing the issue under the Occupational Safety and Health
Act (OSHA) of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-596, 84 Stat. 1590 (codified as amended at 29
U.S.C. §§ 651-678 (2006))). Occupational safety and health reform should be
focused on prevention first, but should also address, inter alia, resolution of instances
of bullying and remedial relief to targets. See, e.g., David Yamada, Workplace
Bullying and the Law: Towards a Transnational Consensus?, in BULLYING AND
EMOTIONAL ABUSE IN THE WORKPLACE: INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES IN
RESEARCH AND PRACTICE 399 (2003) (observing that advocates of workplace
bullying law should start by identifying policy objectives, which most commentators
agree include prevention, prompt and fair resolution, protection, and relief). Using
the general duty clause of OSHA would meet some, but not all, of Professor
Yamada's suggested policy objectives. Prevention is obviously the main thrust of
OSHA, and the statute includes a resolution procedure for complaints, investigation
and citations, but the relief is limited and does not include compensatory relief to the
target. However, counseling can be part of any relief awarded under an OSHA
program, and many bullying targets simply want to be left alone to do their job;
hence, compensatory relief may not be essential.
9. In addition to Canada and Australia, several Nordic countries and the U.K.
have recognized workplace bullying as an occupational safety and health hazard, See,
e.g., VALD OCH HOT I ARBETSMILJON [VIOLENCE AND THREATS IN THE WORKING
ENVIRONMENT] (Arbetarskyddsstyrelsens Forfattningssamling [AFS] 1993:2)
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article reviews some of these overseas developments and attempts to
draw some preliminary lessons from abroad, with the goal of
encouraging dialogue on whether advocates in the U.S. should
reframe the issue of workplace bullying as an occupational safety and
health matter. This article builds on the author's prior work by
combining a proposal for regulatory recognition of workplace
bullying as an occupational safety and health concern with a
comparative law approach.o This is achieved through review and
analysis of the safety and health regulatory and self-governance
initiatives in other countries in order to assess whether advocates in
the U.S. could also reconceptualize the problem as an occupational
safety and health matter.
Section II offers some cautionary observations about
comparative law. This article is, after all, a comparative review, and
brings with it the same baggage that all forays into foreign law
inevitably carry. Although the comparative legal researcher must
acknowledge cultural, political, and legal differences between the
U.S. and other countries," comparative law is "an essential
(Swed.); KRANKANDE SARBEHANDLING I ARBETSLIVET [VICrlMIZATION AT WORK]
(Arbetarskyddsstyrelsens Firfattningssamling [AFS] 1993:17) (Swed.).; Org. for
Econ. Co-op. and Dev. [OECD], The Inclusive Workplace Agreement: Past Effects
and Future Directions 5 (Nov. 2005) (Fin.); An Act Respecting Labour Standards,
R.S.Q. 2004, c. N-1.1 (Can.); The Occupational Health and Safety Act, R.S.S. 2007, c.
34, s. 15(1) (Can.); Occupational Health and Safety Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. 0.1,
amended by S.O. 2009, c. 33 (Can.); Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 (Vic) s
21(1) (Austl.). Each of these laws are discussed more fully, infra Section IV. Some
of these efforts, notably in the U.K., tend to place emphasis on the broader category
of occupational stress, of which workplace bullying is a subset. See Work Related
Stress - FAQs, HEALTH AND SAFETY EXECUTIVE, http://www.hse.gov.uk/stress/
faqs.htm?ebul=stress/may-10&cr=03#leg (last visited Mar. 8, 2011) (discussed infra
Section IV.F).
10. See Susan Harthill, Bullying in the Workplace: Lessons from the United
Kingdom, 17 MINN. J. INT'L L. 247 (2008) (explaining how the experience of the U.K.
in combating workplace bullying can provide lessons for similar efforts in the U.S.,
reviewing the impact of the 1997 Protection from Harassment Act as only one part of
the response to the problem, alongside the efforts of trade unions, the British
government and management, and drawing the conclusion that legislative initiatives
in the U.S. are similarly only one part of what should be a multi-pronged approach);
Harthill, supra note 8 (proposing a new regulatory alternative for the U.S., viewing
workplace bullying through the lens of the existing Federal Occupational Safety and
Health Act of 1970).
11. See Clyde Summers, Comparative Labor and Employment Law and Policy in
the Next Ouarter Century: Comparative Labor Law in America: Its Foibles,
Functions, and Future, 25 COMP. LAB. L. & POL'Y J. 115, 124-26 (2005) (calling on
comparative labor lawyers to not simply describe other systems but to ask the crucial
question why the systems are different and recognize the potential for comparative
2011] 255
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component of effective and responsible law making within each
country."1 2
Section III provides a summary review of workplace bullying,
primarily to position the phenomena in an occupational safety and
health context. Section IV describes the current positioning of
workplace bullying law within the occupational safety and health laws
of Australia, Canada, the Nordic countries of Sweden, Finland, and
Norway, and the United Kingdom, and attempts to delineate the most
obvious areas of departure from current U.S. law. This Section
confirms some common observations about the state of employment
law outside of the U.S., observing that unions have played a role in
the development and continuance of workplace bullying programs in
other countries, but also finding that unions may not have been the
essential catalyst that many presume. Section IV also finds that
employee representatives probably play an important role in
furthering the agenda on this issue, either in the form of joint safety
and health committees or by way of employee representatives. This
does not bode well for the private sector in the U.S. since it does not
have a history of utilizing safety and health joint employer-employee
teams, but this analysis might offer some guidance on the role that
unionized workplaces can play. Additionally, this Section finds that
the issue of workplace bullying can gain a footing on the safety and
health agenda if framed within the broader concerns of violence or
stress. This approach is not, however, without its problems; the
U.K.'s experience tends to show that a focus on stress can subsume
bullying.
The article concludes that first, the inclusion of workplace
bullying in some occupational safety and health laws can be seen in
part a result of a shift in focus in occupational health and safety in
recent years. This shift has been away from the traditional focus on
physical aspects of work illness caused by physical, chemical, and
biological hazards, to more modern health and safety concerns
involving psychological health and well-being.13  This trend is
law in evaluating and developing each country's own law and practices).
12. Steven L. Willborn, Onward and Upward The Next Twenty-Five Years of
Comparative Labor Law Scholarship, 25 COMP. LAB. L. & POL'Y J. 183,192 (2003).
13. See, e.g., Anne Spurgeon, Bullying from a Risk Management Perspective, in
BULLYING AND EMOTIONAL ABUSE IN THE WORKPLACE: INTERNATIONAL
PERSPECTIVES IN RESEARCH AND PRACTICE, supra note 8, at 327. Helge Hoel has
observed this trend in European Union countries generally - a focus on psychological
as opposed to physical violence, a greater interest in exposure to repeated negative
256 [Vol. 34:2
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beginning to occur within the U.S. agencies responsible for
occupational safety and health regulations, enforcement, and
education: the Occupational Safety and Health Administration and
the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH)."
Second, the role of unions has often been supposed to play a
significant role in advocating for initiatives aimed at preventing
workplace bullying, and this is partially confirmed by this
comparative review. The picture of the role of unions is, however,
incomplete, and assumptions that unions are pivotal may need to be
re-evaluated. Additionally, joint employee-employer safety and
health committees may be an important part of initiatives and
implantation; the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health (OSH) Act
does not require such committees, but some employers, notably in the
public sector, have joint safety and health committees that may be
taking on a more proactive role in those sectors. This may buttress a
conclusion that a sector-based approach may be more successful, with
a strengthened concentration on unionized workplaces.
II. A Note on Comparative Legal Analysis
Undertaking a comparative approach to workplace bullying law
is fraught with difficulties. As an initial matter, the legal scholar
undertaking the task of reviewing foreign law must understand and
interpret that law correctly. The legal scholar must also attempt to
understand the foreign law in the correct context because every
country's law develops in the context of that country's unique culture,
history, and past and current political climate." Understanding the
development of workplace bullying law in other countries is no
exception and should be approached cautiously. But, that is not to
say that comparative law is of limited value. Comparisons can be
useful theoretically - to help frame the issue of workplace bullying in
conceptual terms - as well as practically, in terms of analyzing the
acts and behavior and an expansion of the scope of worker health and safety to
incorporate dignity and respect. Although, it is not clear whether Hoel regards this is
a gradual movement for every country or a trend he has seen among many countries:
See Helge Hoel, Presentation to the International Labor Organization at the
Regulating For Decent Work Conference in Geneva (July 2009).
14. See generally Harthill, supra note 8, at 1251-52.
15. See generally James 0. Whitman, Enforcing Civility and Respect: Three
Societies, 109 YALE L.J. 1279 (2000) (decrying the lack of meaningful analysis of
cultural, historical, social traditions in law review articles comparing European
civility laws with American hate speech laws).
2011]1 257
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possibility of borrowing legislation. This article primarily employs
comparative law for the former purpose - to frame the problem of
workplace bullying as an occupational safety and health matter - but
also serves as a call for additional research."
While it may be intellectually interesting to engage in
comparative descriptions of workplace bullying law, some
commentators think it has limited practical value. Some scholars
have argued that plugging European law into U.S. law is virtually
impossible because European harassment law flows from a
dignitarian foundation, compared to the development of U.S.
harassment law that is based on principles of antidiscrimination."
This observation, if accurate, is disheartening for advocates of change;
it springs from the assumption that law is formed by societal values
and concludes that if U.S. society does not value individual dignity, a
dignity-based law is unlikely to appeal to U.S. legislators or other
actors. If we assume for a moment that this proposition is correct,
then it is still arguable that legislation might succeed in the U.S. if it is
reframed or reconceptualized as an occupational safety and health
issue, dodging the pitfalls associated with aligning proposed solutions
with any dignity-based individual rights. After all, if 64 percent of
American workers think workplace bullying is wrong and believe that
there is a law against it," perhaps U.S. societal values are not so
16. There are two areas where more work is needed: (1) in-depth analysis of
whether the background of occupational safety and health law in other countries
precludes the development of similar laws in the U.S.; and (2) more studies on the
effectiveness of occupational safety and health laws in other countries. The law of
workplace bullying is relatively new in most countries, but some laws have been on
the books for almost a decade. Empirical studies in countries with workplace
bullying law or regulations can unearth a wealth of data, e.g., whether the prevalence
of workplace bullying has declined since inception of the new law, whether and how
perception or knowledge among key participants has changed, whether employees
are successful in grievance proceedings, and whether implementation of a new
standard has impacted business costs or profits.
17. See generally Harthill, supra note 10, at 251. Other scholars have commented
that the European research tradition on this issue has focused on mobbing and
bullying, while the U.S. tradition has focused on the concept of emotional abuse.
Helge Hoel et al., Bullying at Work The Way Forward, in BULLYING AND
EMOTIONAL ABUSE IN THE WORKPLACE: INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES IN
RESEARCH AND PRACTICE, supra note 8, at 412. See also Whitman, supra note 15
(comparative analysis of German and French dignitary cultures, concluding that the
future for civility-based laws, including harassment laws, are dimmer in the U.S.
because of its very different historical development and egalitarian culture).
18. EMPLOYMENT LAw ALLIANCE, ABUSIVE Boss POLL (2007), available at
http://vww.millercanfield.com/media/news/200036_ELA%20Abusive%20Boss%20C
258 [Vol. 34:2
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misaligned with European values. If we are able to "put, front and
center, the fact that workplace bullying is a form of health
endangering psychological abuse,"19 then perhaps there is room for
cautious optimism.
Moreover, whether European law can be "plugged" into U.S.
law20 depends on how we view European law. If we view all
European employment laws as grounded in notions of dignity, then
perhaps the outlook is indeed gloomy. In this regard, some
commentators seem to presume that Europe is homogenous with a
unified approach.21 But, if European bullying laws are all dignity-
based and dependent on a rich tradition of civility and legal
recognition of dignitary harms, then why do we see varying
approaches to the development of the law? The reality is more
complex. Europe is not homogenous and different countries -
European and non-European - have developed differing responses
based on a myriad of factors, cultural and otherwise. Again, by
focusing on the workplace bullying protections that have evolved
from the occupational safety and health perspective, and by moving
the debate away from the dignity paradigm, perhaps there is room for
a less gloomy outlook.
This article starts with the working presumption that European-
style laws are not homogeneous, and that occupational safety and
health law is fertile soil for planting the seeds of a workplace bullying
prevention program. The differences between American traditions
and those of other countries may mean that the U.S. is a less
favorable environment for workers generally, and therefore less likely
to develop a workplace bullying law. Indeed, that much is obvious
given the present state of affairs: The U.S. has not enacted any such
laws nor has the common law developed to embrace a right or
remedy, as has been done in other countries. Cultural differences
may influence attitudes and perception; what may be viewed as
intolerable behavior in one country may be perceived as tolerable in
harts%20D2%20031907.pdf (nationwide poll of over 1,000 U.S. workers)
[hereinafter EMPLOYMENT LAW ALLIANCE, ABUSIVE Boss POLL].
19. David C. Yamada, Workplace Bullying and American Employment Law: A
Ten- Year Progress Report and Assessment, 30 CoMP. LAB. LAW & POL'Y J. 251, 278
(2010).
20. Amanda E. Lueders, Note, You'll Need More than a Voltage Converter:
Plugging European Workplace Bullying Laws Into the American Junsprudential
Outlet, 25 ARIZ. J. INT'L & COMp. L. 197, 198 (2008).
21. Id.
2011] 259
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the U.S. 22 Indeed, critics of workplace bullying laws point to the
competitive and market-driven perception of the U.S. labor market as
a reason to defeat legislation.' So, shall we throw up our hands in
despair and say "never in America!" Obviously not. The
environment is not as favorable in the U.S., but that does not mean
we should stop trying. What follows, then, is a discussion of the main
barriers to the development of workplace bullying law in the U.S.
Some commentators have pointed out that Europe may be more
willing to accept workplace bullying law because of the differences
between the European and U.S. background norms for employment
relationships. In the absence of an employment contract, the U.S.
default at-will rule allows employers to discharge employees at-will,
for any reason or for no reason at all. The at-will rule contrasts
sharply with just cause protections - requiring employers to have a
just cause to discharge an employee - that enable European workers
to demand more workplace protections.24 Undoubtedly, just cause
protection does grant workers a greater voice, but without seeming to
downplay the importance of sensitivity to cultural and regulatory
norms. Upon closer scrutiny, however, perhaps some of the
differences between the U.S. at-will employment scheme and those
schemes that provide just cause protections may not be as significant
as perceived. As students in an Employment Law class quickly learn,
the American worker has a number of important protections that
have eroded the at-will rule. Antidiscrimination laws, public
policy/wrongful termination laws, common law tort and contract
protections, and whistle-blower protections that exist in hundreds of
federal and state laws, interpose a level of protection that brings U.S.
labor laws more into line with foreign counterparts.25 The aim here is
22. See, e.g., Helge Hoel et al., Empirical Findings on Bullying in the Workplace,
in BULLYING AND EMOTIONAL ABUSE IN THE WORKPLACE: INTERNATIONAL
PERSPECTIVES IN RESEARCH AND PRACTICE, supra note 8, at 117. The authors
highlighted the culture of Norway characterized by "feminine values" with a low
tolerance for aggressive behavior in contrast to cultures with "masculine values" that
are more concerned with aggressive, competiveness, material success and status. It
need hardly be disputed which category the U.S. falls into. Id.
23. A workplace bullying bill in New York has had some recent vocal opposition
from the Mayor of New York, among others. R.M. Schneiderman, State Anti-Bully
Law Would Let Workers Sue for Nastiness, WALL ST. J. METROPOLIS BLOG (May 14,
2010, 6:18 PM), http://blogs.wsj.com/metropolis/2010/05/14/state-anti-bull-law-would-
let-workers-sue-for-nastiness.
24. Lueders, supra note 20, at 203.
25. This is not to overstate the protections that these laws provide, but
260 [Vol. 34:2
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not to simplify and discount the differences between the two
employment law norms, but to point out that it is not necessarily
accurate to simply assert that the at-will rule effectively bars the
development of a workplace bullying law; empirical studies may bear
this out but the author is aware of none that specifically address
whether the at-will rule leads to worker paralysis and employer
dictatorship when it comes to this issue.
Another cause for gloom and doom is the dismal level of
unionization in the U.S. It is clear that European workers have more
union protection and clout than their U.S. counterparts; unions have
undeniably played a significant role in pushing for anti-bullying
reform in some countries.26 Indeed, commentators have concluded
that union involvement is of central importance in moving this issue
forward, and workplace bullying initiatives have a greater chance of
success in a unionized environment.2 7 Mike Ironside and Roger
Seifert, for example, consider workplace bullying as part of the day-
to-day practice of managing labor, and view the issue from an
organizational perspective - "management's exercise of its collective
will."' Naturally flowing from this perspective, Ironside and Seifert
employment law protections are often overlooked in their entirety in discussions of
the at-will nature of the American employment relationship. Conversely, the
protections of the just cause relationship in other countries may sometimes be
overstated; the mere existence of the just cause rule lends itself to an undeserved
reverence. The U.K.'s Employment Rights Act 1996, for example, protects
employees against unfair dismissal, but an employer can fairly dismiss for very broad
and open-ended reasons, if the dismissal:
(a) relates to the capability or qualifications of the employee for performing
work of the kind which he was employed by the employer to do, (b) relates
to the conduct of the employee, (ba) is retirement of the employee, (c) is
that the employee was redundant, or (d) is that the employee could not
continue to work in the position which he held without contravention (either
on his part or on that of his employer) of a duty or restriction imposed by or
under an enactment.
Employment Rights Act 1996, c.18, § 98(2). As a former management-side U.S.
employment lawyer, the author notes that it was a rare case when the employer did
not assert one of the above reasons for discharging an at-will employee, regardless of
whether the employer was facing an imminent lawsuit.
26. See Harthill, supra note 10, at 252.
27. See, e.g., Mike Ironside & Roger Seifert, Tackling Bullying in the Workplace:
The Collective Dimension, in BULLYING AND EMOTIONAL ABUSE IN THE
WORKPLACE: INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES IN RESEARCH AND PRACTICE, supra
note 8, at 383.
28. Id. at 384. Ironside and Seifert make the point that bullying is so widespread
and endemic in private and public workplaces that it cannot be the result of a small
number of disturbed individuals and cannot therefore be remedied simply by removing
2011] 261
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regard collective action as essential to securing a response. They
concluded from their study of the U.K. public sector that, perhaps not
surprisingly, workplaces with strong union representation are more
likely to achieve success in "reducing both the extent and
consequences of bullying."29  Notably, the authors proposed that
improvements in workplace conditions are unlikely to come from
management initiatives, and any workplace bullying initiatives - even
enforcement of a law - must come from collective employee action,
preferably from a national union organization that is not tied to the
employer.30
Given such studies and the involvement of unions in other
countries' efforts towards tackling workplace bullying, the U.S.
approach would undoubtedly benefit from union involvement.
Naturally, the low level of unionization does not bode well for
advocates of change, even if unions can be co-opted. But, the fact
remains that unions have been weakened in all developed countries,"
not just within the U.S. If the trade union movement embraces the
problem of workplace bullying, it can have a profound impact even as
the unions are weakened.32 The good news is that, in unionized
workplaces, unions are typically involved in safety and health issues.
Referring to the issue as one of health and safety also allows unions
to approach the issue as one of management practices.
the bullies; organizational action is needed and is only likely to come from collective
action, not self-regulation. Id. at 396. For example, the commitment of resources to the
issue is - or should be - a central subject of collective bargaining. Id. at 397.
29. Id at 384.
30. Id. at 386.
31. For an interesting perspective on the relative strengths of U.S. labor law in
comparison to European labor law, see Steven L. Willborn, Laval, Viking, and
American Labor Law, COMP. LAB. L. & POL'Y J. (forthcoming 2011). Professor
Willborn's article analyzes two decisions of the European Court of Justice regarding
the legality of industrial action, and compared the results of these cases with the
expected outcome in a U.S. court analyzing the same issue under the NLRA. Id
Professor Willborn observed some ways in which unions are more limited in Europe
than in the U.S. and drew some useful lessons for comparative labor law, including
the caution that an analytical framework that is too generalized does not always lead
to expected results. Id.
32. See Helge Hoel & Denise Salin, Organizational Antecedents of Workplace
Bullying, in BULLYING AND EMOTIONAL ABUSE IN THE WORKPLACE:
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES IN RESEARCH AND PRACTICE, supra note 8, at 203
(citing Duncan Lewis, Workplace Bullying - A Case of Moral Panic, in
TRANSCENDING BOUNDARIES: INTEGRATING PEOPLE, PROCESSES AND SYSTEMS, 20
(Michael Sheehan et al., eds., 2000)).
33. Id.
262 [Vol. 34:2
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Despite all of the differences - perceived and real - between the
U.S. and other countries, there is still a useful point of comparison.
Europe, Australia, Canada, and the U.S. all have occupational safety
and health laws designed to protect workers from physical harm in
the workplace administered and enforced via a regulatory framework.
Workplace bullying is an issue that has attracted comparative
research from other disciplines and legal comparative study should
follow suit. The question is whether the U.S. workplace bullying
movement can learn from the development and current experience of
European, Canadian, or Australian law. The differences between
U.S. social values or legal traditions may be less important as
globalization of employment law advances because "the global spread
of increasingly similar working ... conditions has raised equally
similar legal problems in societies all over the world and - in their
wake - a trend towards similar and often even identical legislative
and judicial responses."' Thus, even as just a purely theoretical or
conceptual endeavor, a comparative perspective can progress the
debate in the U.S. simply by enriching our understanding of this
phenomenon. In this way, a comparative approach might improve
advocates' understanding of the issue, reframing it in a way that can
shape a regulatory response. Further, the U.S. movement can point
to the developments in other countries to demonstrate that workplace
bullying laws can be passed in developed countries with similar global
labor concerns to the U.S., without any resultant loss to productivity
or profits."
These cautionary aspects of comparative law should not,
however, deter legal scholars from attempting to draw on the rich
experience of other countries to obtain new perspectives on U.S.
laws. Drawing upon the development of the law elsewhere can
inform and guide developments at home. European, Australian, and
Canadian law have evolved to incorporate protections for bullied
workers, and these laws can serve as a vehicle for thinking about
34. Jorg Fedtke, Legal Transplants, in ELGAR ENCYCLOPEDIA OF COMPARATIVE
LAw 434, 435 (Jan M. Smits ed., 2006).
35. In this respect, more studies are needed in those countries with workplace
bullying legislation on the impact of regulation. At present, we know that the
problem of workplace bullying has significant costs to businesses, but more work is
needed to review whether regulation is effective in reducing workplace bullying and
whether the law has had any commensurate effect on productivity or profitability.
See, e.g., WAYNE F. CASCIO, COSTING HUMAN RESOURCES: THE FINANCIAL IMPACT
OF BEHAVIOR IN ORGANIZATIONS 7-8 (2000).
2011] 263
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whether and how the gaps in U.S. law can likewise be filled. This
article will not endeavor to cover the cultural, regulatory, historical,
and political environment of all the countries discussed. Instead, it
will merely act as a catalyst to spur more work on whether
occupational safety and health law is a useful vehicle for the
workplace bullying regulatory movement. The important thing is that
action be taken to prevent and correct workplace bullying.
Differences in cultural norms are probably most influential at the
initial stage of regulation, when advocates attempt to persuade
decision-makers that workplace bullying is a safety and health risk.
Recent developments within the OSH Administration and NIOSH
may indicate that positive movement is forthcoming." But, once
workplace bullying is properly re-framed/defined as a safety and
health risk, differences in cultural norms are less important.
Alternatively, rather than framing the problem as an assault on
human dignity, a U.S. approach would probably fare better by
reframing the issue as a problem that leads to organizational losses
(e.g., decreased productivity, absences due to sickness, attrition,
health care costs).
The bottom line is that, despite the complex and perhaps
unfathomable divergences between nations' cultural and legal
traditions, academics in this field benefit from a comparative
occupational safety and health perspective. Drawing upon the
experience of other countries can only enrich the debate in the U.S.
III. Bullying: Definitions, Prevalence, and Health Costs
Workplace bullying has been defined as "the repeated, malicious,
health-endangering mistreatment of one employee (the Target) by
one or more other employees (the bully, bullies)."3 To be identified
as bullying, the behavior has to occur regularly, repeatedly, and over
a period of time.38 Common workplace bullying behavior includes
assigning unreasonable or impossible targets or deadlines, constant
criticism, removing responsibilities and replacing them with trivial
tasks, shouting and verbal abuse, persistently picking on people,
36. See Harthill, supra note 8, at 1255.
37. GARY NAMIE & RUTH NAMIE, THE BULLY AT WORK: WHAT YOU CAN Do TO
STOP THE HURT AND RECLAIM YOUR DIGNITY ON THE JOB 3 (2000); see also DUNCAN
CHAPPELL & VITTORIO DI MARTINO, VIOLENCE AT WORK 21-22 (1998).
38. Id.
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withholding information, and blocking promotions." The Federal
Bureau of Investigation places workplace bullying on a continuum of
workplace violence, a continuum that includes "domestic violence,
stalking, threats, harassment, bullying, emotional abuse, intimidation,
and other forms of conduct that create anxiety, fear, and a climate of
distrust in the workplace." 40
In the U.S., 32 percent41 to 44 percent of workers report being
bullied.42 The federal agencies charged with occupational safety and
health estimate that two million U.S. workers annually are victimized
by some type of workplace violence, and over 24 percent of
companies surveyed in 2004 reported that some degree of bullying
had occurred there during the previous year." Workplace bullying
leads to significant physical and psychological trauma and ill health;
bullying can cause clinical depression, symptoms associated with
posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), and increased risk of heart
disease, among other health problems.45  Numerous studies have
identified and estimated the effects of exposure to workplace bullying
39. See Harthill, supra note 10, at 255-56.
40. FED. BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION, U.S. DEP'T OF JUSTICE, WORKPLACE
VIOLENCE: ISSUES IN RESPONSE 13 (2004), available at www.fbi.gov/stats-
services/publications/ workplace-violence.
41. Pamela Lutgen-Sandvick et al., Burned by Bullying in the American
Workplace: Prevalence, Perception, Degree and Impact, 44 J. MGMT. STUD. 837, 849
(2007) (finding nearly 30 percent of workers polled met the criteria for being bullied,
but only 10 percent labeled themselves as bully targets).
42. EMPLOYMENT LAW ALLIANCE, ABUSIVE Boss POLL, supra note 18.
43. OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ADMINISTRATION, OSHA
WORKPLACE VIOLENCE FACT SHEET (2002), available at http://www.osha.gov/
OshDoc/dataGeneralFacts/factsheet-workplace-violence.pdf. OSHA has adopted
the NIOSH definition of violence, which includes nonphysical forms of harassment
and intimidation but it has not released any data on the prevalence of workplace
bullying as a subset of workplace violence.
44. Most Workplace Bullying Is Worker to Worker, Early Findings from NIOSH
Study Suggest, CENTERS FOR DISEASE CONTROL AND PREVENTION (July 28, 2004),
http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/updates/upd-07-28-04.html (defining bullying as "repeated
intimidation, slandering, social isolation, or humiliation by one or more persons
against another").
45. NAMIE & NAMIE, supra note 37, at 55-58 (describing effects of workplace
bullying on targets); Namie & Namie, supra note 5, at 320 (citing Heinz Leymann &
Annelie Gustafsson, Mobbing at Work and the Development of Post-Traumatic
Stress Disorders, 5 EUR. J. WORK & ORG. PSYCHOL. 251 (1996)) (reporting that a
2003 Workplace Bullying Institute (WBI) self-reporting survey revealed the
following stress-related effects of bullying: severe anxiety (76 percent), disrupted
sleep (71 percent), loss of concentration (71 percent), post-traumatic stress disorder
(47 percent), clinical depression (39 percent), and panic attacks (32percent)).
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and harassment on targets andwitnesses.
Physical symptoms can include musculo-skeletal disorders,
psychosomatic problems, increased risk of incident cardiovascular
disease, and may be correlated with increased blood pressure.46 Other
studies confirm that bullying leads to stress-related physical problems
including cardiovascular problems, adverse neurological changes,
immunological impairment, fibromyalgia, and chronic fatigue
syndrome.47 Targets also experience psychological injury such as
depression, anxiety, and, as mentioned, PTSD.48
A 2003 article by Keashly and Jagatic collated research findings
from North American studies and literature, including a
comprehensive review of studies of the effects of exposure to
workplace bullying." Rather than duplicate those studies here, the
reader is directed to Keashly and Jagatic's comprehensive review of
the literature which identifies numerous physical and psychological
effects, ranging from depression to PTSD.o These authors highlight
the fact that long-term effects need to be considered: more extensive
ill health effects, such as decreased psychological well-being and
psychosomatic functioning, will result if the immediate effects of
workplace bullying are not alleviated." Consequently, the authors
called for more North American research on the range and type of
effects over a longer period of time.52 On the positive side, the
46. See Harthill, supra note 8, at 1261-63.
47. WORKPLACE BULLYING INST., PHYSICAL HEALTH IMPAIRMENT, http://www.
workplacebullying.org/targets/impact/physical-harm.html (last visited Feb. 24, 2011);
see also Namie & Namie, supra note 5, at 320.
48. WORKPLACE BULLYING INST., supra note 47 (30 percent of targeted women
and 21 percent of men reported PTSD); see also Workplace Bullying is Associate
with Sleep Disturbances, AM. ACAD. SLEEP MED.,
http://www.aasmnet.org/articles.aspx ?id=1408 (last visited Feb. 24, 2011) (linking
workplace bullying with sleep disorders).
49. Loraleigh Keashly & Karen Jagatic, By Any Other Name: American
Perspectives on Workplace Bullying, in BULLYING AND EMOTIONAL ABUSE IN THE
WORKPLACE: INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES IN RESEARCH AND PRACTICE, supra
note 8, at 31.
50. Id. at 54-55, tbl. 2.3.
51. Id at 56.
52. Id; see also Stale Einarsen & Eva Gemzoe, Individual Effects Of Exposure
to Bullying At Work, in BULLYING AND EMOTIONAL ABUSE IN THE WORKPLACE:
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES IN RESEARCH AND PRACTICE, supra note 8, at 128,
136 (collecting studies of health effects, including PTSD, on targets and
observers/witnesses and calling for more research on causal connection between
workplace bullying and health outcomes).
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authors noted that the North American literature has conceptualized
workplace bullying as a "chronic workplace stressor[J" allowing
research into workplace bullying to connect with the rich body of
organizational stress literature.53 The authors posited that the
existence of such a rich and well-developed body of work on the
effects of workplace bullying makes this issue "one of those rare
situations in which the research can help drive public opinion, rather
than the other way around."5 4
IV. Occupational Safety and Health Approaches to
Workplace Bullying in Other Countries
Workplace violence, which includes bullying, is a global problem;
the International Labour Organization (ILO)" has issued reports
detailing the extent of the problem.56 The ILO's Third European
Survey on Working Conditions found that three million workers
experienced violence from other workers, three million workers
experienced sexual harassment, and thirteen million were subject to
intimidation and bullying. This article will review regulatory
developments in Canada, Australia, the Nordic countries of Sweden,
Finland, and Norway, and the U.K.; each of these countries has
attempted to grapple with the problem of intimidation and bullying
through the occupational safety and health route.
A. Canada
Like the U.S., Canada is a federal system with a federal
government and ten provinces. Canadian federalism operates
differently, however, in that the provinces regulate the employment
53. Keashly & Jagatic, supra note 49, at 57.
54. Id. (highlighting the work of activists such as Drs. Gary and Ruth Namie).
55. The International Labour Organization is a United Nations agency, which,
inter alia, tracks global statistics and trends. About the ILO, INT'L LAB. ORG.,
http://ilo.org/global/about-the-ilo/lang--en/index.htm (last visited Mar. 1, 2011). In
March 2010, the ILO updated its list of workplace diseases for the first time since the
list was initially published in 2002, and included mental diseases for the first time.
INT'L LAB. ORG., LIST OF OCCUPATIONAL DISEASES (2010), available at http://www.
ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed-protect/---protrav/---safework/documents/meet
ingdocument/wcms-125137.pdf.
56. See Vittorio DiMartino, Violence at the Workplace: The Global Challenge,
AFR. NEWSL. ON Occ. HEALTH SAFETY (Finnish Inst. Occ. Health, Helsinki,
Finland), Apr. 2002, at 4.
57. Id. at 5.
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relationship. Although Canada has a Federal Labour Code, federal
employment regulation covers only ten percent of the Canadian
workforce." Because Canadian employment law - which includes
health and safety laws - is provincial, the picture of workplace
bullying laws is a patchwork of various laws, and is further
complicated by the existence of both civil law and common law
traditions in Canada. For example, of the three provinces that have
enacted bullying legislation, only Quebec is a civil system, while
Ontario and Saskatchewan are English-based common law
jurisdictions."
1. Canadian Federal Law
Canada's labor laws and various other employment laws,
including occupational safety and health law, are consolidated in the
Federal Labour Code.6 Occupational health and safety law is in Part
II of the Canada Labour Code and has a general duty clause that
provides: "Every employer shall ensure that the health and safety at
work of every person employed by the employer is protected."6 The
Federal Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) law does not
explicitly address workplace bullying, but the specific employer duties
include "tak[ing] the prescribed steps to prevent and protect against
violence in the work place.. .." 62 An attempt to amend the Labour
58. Canada Labour Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. L-2, s. 2 (listing areas of exclusive
federal jurisdiction); Employment Standards, CANADA LABOUR PROGRAM (Jan. 5,
2011), http://www.hrsdc.gc.caleng/labour/employment-standards/index.sbhtml (90
percent of Canadian workforce covered by provincial and territorial labor and
employment laws).
59. See From Words to Weapons, CANADIAN INITIATIVE ON WORKPLACE
VIOLENCE (Mar. 2, 2011), http://www.emirrorsolutions.calworkplaceviolence/thm-
bullying/legal.html (providing useful background on Federal Labor Code and how
occupational safety and health laws work in Canada).
60. Canada Labour Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. L-2, s. 124.
61. Id.
62. Id. at s. 125(1)(z.16) (emphasis added). The Canadian Centre for
Occupational Health and Safety Act 1977-78 created a federal agency, the Canadian
Centre for Occupational Health and Safety (CCOHS), operated by Health Canada.
The CCOHS is an educational body; the purpose of the Act was "to promote the
fundamental right of Canadians to a healthy and safe working environment by
creating a national institute concerned with the study, encouragement and
cooperative advancement of occupational health and safety, in whose governing body
the interests and concerns of workers, trade unions, employers, federal, provincial
and territorial authorities, professional and scientific communities and the general
public will be represented." Canadian Centre for Occupational Health and Safety
Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-13, s. 2.
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Code to add a workplace bullying law was introduced, via the
Workplace Psychological Harassment Prevention Bill, but died in
2004.63 The Bill was limited both in coverage - applicable to federal
employees only - and sanctions - imposing fines of up to $10,000 for
psychological harassment. 4
In 2006, the federal government appointed a commission to
review issues such as workplace violence and harassment. The
commission recommended that "psychological harassment (bullying)
should be dealt with as part of a broader program of violence
prevention under Part II of the Canada Labour Code."65
Subsequently, in 2008, the Canada Occupational Health and Safety
Regulations added a regulation addressing "violence prevention in
the workplace."" Section 20.2 defines "workplace violence" as
"constitut[ing] any action, conduct, threat or gesture of a person
towards an employee in their work place that can reasonably be
expected to cause harm, injury or illness to that employee."6 7 The
2008 Violence Prevention regulation also requires employers to
develop and post a violence prevention policy setting out employer
obligations which include the following:
* provide a safe, healthy and violence-free work place;
* dedicate sufficient attention, resources and time to address
factors that contribute to work place violence including,
but not limited to, bullying, teasing, and abusive and other
63. Canada. Parliament. House of Commons. Workplace Psychological
Harassment Prevention Act. Bill C-451, 37th Parl., 2nd Sess., 2002-2003. (1st
Reading, Sept. 24, 2003).
64. Id.
65. HARRY W. ARTHURS, FED. LAB. STANDARDS REVIEW, FAIRNESS AT WORK:
FEDERAL LABOUR STANDARDS FOR THE 21sT CENTURY xii (2006) (recommendations
by appointed commission for amending Canadian Labor Code for federal workers,
including a recommendation that psychological harassment, bullying, and abuse
should be dealt with as part of a broader program of violence prevention under Part
II of the Canada Labour Code). The recommendations also stated that the federal
government should amend Part II of the Code to define abuse, bullying, or
harassment in the workplace as an occupational hazard, and to establish appropriate
procedures for forestalling and responding to such conduct (Recommendation 6.11),
in part because "having in place a system of internal responsibility involving both
workers and employers is an appropriate means to deal with workplace abuse,
bullying, and harassment, any of which may emanate from members of either group."
Id. at 105.
66. Canada Occupational Health and Safety Regulations, Violence Prevention in
the Work Place, SOR/2008-148, s. 1.
67. Id. at s. 20.2.
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aggressive behaviour and to prevent and protect against it;
* communicate to its employees information in its possession
about factors contributing to work place violence; and
* assist em loyees who have been exposed to work place
violence.
In order to meet their obligations, employers are required to
take several measures, including identifying factors that contribute to
workplace violence' and assessing the potential for workplace
violence.o The employer is required to review these workplace
violence prevention measures and make any necessary adjustments at
least every three years." An important feature of any violence (or
harassment/bullying) prevention program is informing and training
employees on the issue. The 2008 Violence Prevention regulation
accordingly provides that the employer "shall provide information,
instruction and training on the factors that contribute to work place
violence that are appropriate to the workplace of each employee
exposed to work place violence or a risk of workplace violence."7 2
The employer's obligations under the regulation must be carried out
in consultation with the policy committee, the workplace committee,
or the health and safety representative." These joint committees are
an important feature of Canadian OHS law and are notably absent
under the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970.
2. The Role of OHS Joint Employer-Employee Committees in Canada
68. Id. at s. 20.3.
69. Id. at s. 20.4. In identifying factors, the regulation requires employers to:
tak[e] into account, at a minimum, the following: (a) its experience in
dealing with those factors and with work place violence; (b) the experience
of employers in dealing with those factors and with violence in similar work
places; (c) the location and circumstances in which the work activities take
place; (d) the employees' reports of work place violence or the risk of work
place violence; (e) the employer's investigation of work place violence or the
risk of work place violence; and (f) the measures that are already in place to
prevent and protect against work place violence.
70. Id. at s. 20.5(1). Under Section 20.6 (1), once the employer has assessed the
potential for work place violence, the employer is required to develop and implement
systematic controls to eliminate or minimize the risk "to the extent reasonably
practicable." Id. at s. 20.6(1).
71. Id. at s. 20.7(1).
72. Id. at s. 20.10(1).
73. Id at s. 20.1.
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and the United States
Safety and health legislation in many countries often provides for
the formation of joint employer-employee safety and health
committees and/or the appointment of employer safety officers or
representatives. This is the case in Canada, for example, but not in
the U.S. The functions of a safety and health committee will
obviously vary depending upon legislation, but will typically include
complying with new and existing laws/regulations, developing new
safety and health rules and procedures, and in some cases may
include safety inspections.74
For example, under Saskatchewan's OHS law, which was
recently amended in 2004 to include workplace bullying coverage,
employers have a duty to establish committees in workplaces with ten
or more workers." The employer shall: "(a) establish an occupational
health committee at the place of employment; and (b) designate
persons as members of the occupational health committee in
accordance with this section."76 The Act contains very specific
guidelines regarding the composition of an occupational health
committee, but also allows some discretion. For example, the
committee "must consist of at least two and no more than 12
persons."77 Significantly, at least half of the committee members must
represent nonmanagement workers, and the worker representatives
must be elected by the constituent workers, appointed in accordance
with any applicable trade union rules.8
The efficacy of such committees is not well-studied, but might be
an important missing link in any U.S. efforts. Under the U.S. OSH
Act, employees are viewed as an integral part of occupational safety
and health law with a significant role to play in the goals and aims of
the law. The language of the OSH Act, however, is aspirational in
nature and there are no provisions specifically requiring the
establishment of joint safety and health committees or their
equivalent. Thus, the OSH Act declares its purpose and policy to
provide safe and healthful working conditions by, inter alia,
"encouraging" employers and employees to reduce hazards, "to
stimulate" both employers and employees to create new programs,
74. Canada Labour Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. L-2, s. 124.
75. The Occupational Health and Safety Act, R.S.S. 2007, c. 34, s. 15(1) (Can.).
76. Id.
77. Id. at s. 15(2)-(4).
7 8. Id.
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and envisioning "separate but dependent responsibilities and rights"
for employees, and finally, "encouraging" joint labor-management
efforts." Despite these policy pronouncements, the U.S. OSH Act
lacks any mandate that employers institute joint employer-employee
safety and health committees.' The role of such committees in the
development of workplace bullying prevention programs is
potentially significant. Thus, although the OSH Act includes
provisions designed to ensure employee participation in safety and
health, these provisions do not require any meaningful engagement of
employees as stakeholders in safety and health programs. At present,
employee participation and involvement in occupational safety and
health is minimal.
There are, however, initiatives at the state level in the U.S.
Beginning in the 1990s, some states mandated establishing "safety
and health committees" at large companies." These committees were
comprised of managers and workers who could jointly discuss and
make recommendations regarding safety issues." Such programs
could be designed to include workplace bullying programs that
provide for education and training in this regard, and allow
employees to have a "voice"8 through the OSH Administration and
NIOSH structures, as well as through institutional structures. A
safety and health committee is one solution to ensuring employee
voice - every employer should have a safety committee that ensures
not only employee participation in designing and implementing a
safety and health program, but in providing an outlet for grievances.
79. OSHA §§ 651(b) (1)-(2), 651(b)(13).
80. The OSH Administration has attempted to include such committees in
programs such as the VPP program described in Harthill, supra note 8, at 1303.
81. Id. at 1251. The Act provides employees a right to complain to the OSH
Administration about suspected violations, either by reporting and triggering an
inspection, or by reporting during a scheduled inspection. Id. (citing OSHA §
657(f)(1)). However, few employees file such complaints, despite the protection of
an antiretaliation provision. Id (citing OSHA § 660(c)(1)).
82. See Alison D. Morantz, Has Devolution Injured American Workers? State
and Federal Enforcement of Construction Safety, 25 J.L. ECON. & ORG. 183, 200 n.26
(2009).
83. Although there are no comprehensive studies of the efficacy of such
committees on outcomes generally, Morantz found that the presence of such laws did
not independently affect injury and death rates in her study of the custom
woodworking industry. Id.
84. Orly Lobel, Interlocking Regulatory and Industrial Relations: The
Governance of Workplace Safety, 57 ADMIN. L. REv. 1071, 1128-29 (2005).
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3. Quebec
Many of the ten Canadian provinces have occupational health
and safety laws or regulations that deal with violence prevention
along the same lines as federal law discussed supra. Three provinces
have enacted bullying-specific legislation: Quebec, Ontario, and
Saskatchewan." Of these three, Ontario and Saskatchewan are
occupational safety and health laws, while Quebec is a moral
harassment, dignity-based law.
In 2004, Quebec became the first Canadian province to legislate
workplace bullying standards, addressing psychological harassment in
the workplace through amendments to its Labour Standards Act. 8
Psychological harassment is defined as "any vexatious behaviour in
the form of repeated and hostile or unwanted conduct, verbal
comments, actions or gestures that affect an employee's dignity or
psychological or physical integrity that results in a harmful work
environment for the employee." In addition, a single "serious"
incident of psychological harassment with a lasting harmful effect on
an employee may also constitute an actionable offence.Y The Quebec
law grants every employee the "right to a work environment free
from psychological harassment," and requires employers to take
reasonable action to prevent and stop harassment.' The legislation is
enforced by Quebec's Employment Standards Commission (or
Commission Des Normes Du Travail), and aggrieved employees may
obtain remedies including reinstatement, modification of the
employee's disciplinary record, back pay, expenses for psychological
support, and punitive and other damages.
Quebec's Commission Des Normes Du Travail (CNT) reviewed
the complaints filed under the Act in 2007, on the third anniversary of
85. Manitoba has introduced a bill to amend its Workplace Safety and Health
Act to add bullying. The Workplace Safety and Health Amendment Act
(Harassment and Violence in the Workplace) defines workplace-related harassment
and workplace violence, and requires employers to prepare and annually review
policies respecting same, to take steps to prevent occurrences of workplace-related
harassment and workplace violence, to investigate allegations, and allows workers
the right to refuse to work in certain circumstances. Workplace Safety and Health
Amendment Act (Harassment and Violence in The Workplace), S.M. Bill [219]
(2009).
86. See An Act Respecting Labour Standards, R.S.Q. 2004, c. N-1.1 (Can.).
87. Id. at s. 81.18.
88. Id. at s. 81.19.
89. Id.; see also Peter Bowal, Harassment at Work, 31 LAWNOw 53, 54 (2007).
Employees must file a complaint within ninety days of the last incident.
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the Act's passage. In three years, 6850 complaints by nonunionized
employees were filed under the Act." The CNT found that 95
percent of complaints alleged repetitive harassment and that 97
percent of complaints were settled in the early stages of the process
and were not referred to the Employment Standards Commission.
The CNT's analysis of its findings emphasized the importance of
prevention, highlighting the fact that many complainants had either
not attempted to work through the employer's reporting program or
had unsuccessfully attempted to do so.' Significantly, the CNT found
that 97 percent of these complaints were settled within the context of
the CNT complaint processing procedure and subsequently very few
were referred to the next stage.3  Although there is no U.S.
equivalent of this process, one could posit that settlement at the initial
agency-processing level equates to an avoidance of further litigation.
As is the case with other legislation, more studies on the
effectiveness of this law - what works and what does not work - are
sorely needed. Lessons for the U.S. in drafting a law are hard to draw
when the effectiveness of potential models is still unknown.
Hopefully this situation will change as time passes and each
jurisdiction gains experience with its new laws. Quebec's law is
certainly an intriguing model. However, due to multivariate factors
such as Quebec's civil law tradition, the high levels of unionization in
Quebec, and the fact that Quebec's law is not an OSH-based law, it
may be difficult to import to the U.S. 94
4. Saskatchewan: The Harassment Prevention Amendment of 2007
In 2007, Saskatchewan became the second Canadian province to
outlaw workplace bullying when it amended its Occupational Health
90. Psychological Harassment in the Workplace - Prevention Remains the
Solution for Quebec's Employers!, CNW TELBEC (June 4, 2007), http://www.news
wire.calen/releases/archive/June2007/04/c8475.html. To put these figures into
perspective, Quebec has an adult population of approximately seven million, of
whom 4.2 million are in the workforce. Labour Force, Employed and Unemployed,
Numbers and Rates, by Province, STATISTICS CANADA, http://www40.statcan.gc.ca
/101/cst0l Ilabor07b-eng.htm (last modified Jan. 01, 2011).
91. CNW TELBEC, supra note 90.
92. Id.
93. Id
94. See generally Debra Parkes, Targeting Workplace Harassment In Quebec:
On Exporting A New Legislative Agenda, 8 EMP. RTs. & EMP. POL'Y J. 423, 448-53
(2004) (reviewing Quebec's law and analyzing its exportability to the U.S. and other
Canadian jurisdictions in light of Quebec's social and legal context).
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and Safety Act (OHSA) to expand the definition of harassment. The
Saskatchewan OHSA defines "occupational health and safety" as:
the promotion and maintenance of the highest degree of physical,
mental and social well-being of workers; (ii) the prevention among
workers of ill health caused by their working conditions; (iii) the
protection of workers in their employment from factors adverse to
their health; and (iv) the placing and maintenance of workers in
working environments that are adapted to their individual
physiological and psychological conditions; and (v) the promotion
and maintenance of a working environment that is free of
harassment.95
"Harassment" is defined as:
any inappropriate conduct, comment, display, action or gesture by a
person: (i) that either: (a) is based on race, creed, religion, colour,
sex, sexual orientation, marital status, family status, disability,
physical size or weight, age, nationality, ancestry or place of origin;
or (b) subject to subsections (3) and (4), adversely affects the
worker's psychological or physical well-being and that the person
knows or ought reasonably to know would cause a worker to be
humiliated or intimidated; and (ii) that constitutes a threat to the
health or safety of the worker.96
The amendments limit harassment to: "(a) repeated conduct,
comments, displays, actions or gestures . . .; or (b) a single, serious
occurrence of conduct, or a single, serious comment, display, action or
gesture."97 Harassment does not include "any reasonable action that
is taken by an employer, or a manager or supervisor employed or
engaged by an employer, relating to the management and direction of
the employer's workers or the place of employment."98
The general duty clause in the Saskatchewan law is much
broader than its U.S. federal counterpart, but obligates employers to:
ensure, insofar as is reasonably practicable, the health, safety and
welfare at work of all of the employer's workers; consult and co-
operate with any occupational health committee or the
occupational health and safety representative at the place of
employment for the purpose of resolving concerns on matters of
health, safety and welfare at work; (c) ensure, insofar as is
95. R.S.S. 2007, c. 34, s. 2(1)(p).
96. Id. at s. 2(1)(1).
97. Id. at s. 2(3)(a)-(b).
98. Id. at s. 2(4).
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reasonably practicable, that the employer's workers are not
exposed to harassment at the place of employment; co-operate with
any other person exercising a duty imposed by this Act or the
regulations; and(e) comply with this Act and the regulations."
The points of departure from the U.S. general duty clause are many,
including the fact that the Saskatchewan law goes further in
specifically obligating employers to ensure that employees are not
exposed to workplace harassment."o Similar to the U.S. general duty
clause, employees have a corresponding duty to "take reasonable
care" to protect their own health and safety, and the health and safety
of their co-workers, but are also mandated to "refrain from causing or
participating in the harassment of another worker."'0'
The Saskatchewan law also obligates employers to establish
health and safety services, programs, and committees. An employer's
duty to provide an occupational health and safety service is
designated pursuant "to the type of work being carried on, the
number of workers employed and the degree of hazard at the place or
places of employment.',102
Along with occupational health and safety services, employers
have a duty to provide occupational health and safety programs. "An
occupational health and safety program must be established and
designed with: (a) the occupational health committee; (b) the
occupational health and safety representative; or (c) the workers,
where there is no occupational health committee and no occupational
health and safety representative.,"'03 The programs must include all
documents, information, and matters that are prescribed in the
regulations, and they must be in writing and be made available to the
occupational health committee, the occupational health and safety
representative, and the workers or an occupational health officer on
request."
As previously mentioned, Saskatchewan OHS law also requires
employers to establish an occupational health committee, consisting
of two to twelve members, at least half of whom must be elected non-
management representatives, at every place of employment where ten
99. Id. at s. 3.
100. Id. at s. 3(c).
101. Id. at s. 4(a)-(c).
102. Id. at s. 12(1)-(2).
103. Id. at s. 13(2).
104. Id. at s. 13(3)-(4).
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or more workers of one employer work.os
The Saskatchewan law enforces the duties contained in either the
general duty clause or specific standards through a series of fines or
potential imprisonment for violations. Every person who is guilty of
an offence mentioned in clause 57(d), (e), or (g) that does not cause
and is not likely to cause the death of or injury to a worker is liable on
summary conviction to a fine not exceeding $2,000.'0 Every person
who fails to comply with clause 57(g) is liable on summary conviction,
in addition to any other fine or penalty imposed pursuant to the Act,
to a fine not exceeding $5,000 and to a further fine not exceeding $500
for each day or portion of a day during which the offence continues."
Other fines are categorized into first offences and second
offences. A first isolated offence warrants a fine not exceeding
$10,000, while a continuing offence warrants the same with a potential
further fine not exceeding $1,000 for each day or portion of the day
during which the offence continues.i A second or subsequent
offence that is single and isolated warrants a fine not exceeding
$20,000, with a continuing offence subject to a further fine of $2,000.'0
OHSA calls for higher fines for offences that do not cause but
are likely to cause serious injury or death to a worker. A single
offence can result in up to, but not exceeding, $50,000, and second
offences can result in fines of up to of $1 00 ,00 0 .11 If a death results
from an offence, the violator may be subject to summary conviction
and a maximum fine of $300,000.1" In addition to any fine, an
105. Id. at s. 15(2)-(4).
106. Id. at s. 58(1). Section 57 includes offenses of intentionally obstructing an
occupational health officer in the exercise of the officer's powers or the performance
of the officer's duties, intentionally making or causing to be made a false entry in any
register, book, notice or other document, including deleting or destroying any entries,
and failing to comply with an order, decision, or direction made pursuant to the Act
or the regulations. See id. at s. 57(d)-(e), (g).
107. Id at s. 58(2)(a)-(b).
108. Id. at s. 58(4)(a). The offenses subject to fines are failing to discharge a duty
to which is person is subject pursuant the Act, contravenes a regulation, fails to
comply with any requirement or contravenes any prohibition imposed by a notice of
contravention, including any requirement or prohibition contained in the notice of
contravention as modified on appeal, takes discriminatory action against a worker,
and contravenes any other provision of the Act. See id. at s. 57 (a)-(c),(f),(h).
109. Id. at s. 58(4)(b).
110. Id. at s. 58(6)(a)-(b).
111. Id. at s. 58(7).
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offender can be sentenced to up to two years in prison."2 Further,
OHSA provides for vicarious liability for offences by corporations.11
Obviously, using Saskatchewan as a model would require an
overhaul of the existing U.S. OSH Act - increased penalties, revised
language to clarify that the general duty clause includes mental
health/injury in addition to physical harm, and mandatory
committees. Since this is very unlikely to happen, a more modest
proposal would be to utilize the committee requirement as a
voluntary program, as even the most ambitious interpretation of
employee's involvement under the U.S. OSH Act does not require
any joint committee requirements.
5. Ontario
Member of the Provincial Parliament (MPP), Andrea Horvath,
introduced Bill 29 in 2007 to amend Ontario's health and safety laws
to add workplace harassment protections."4 Bill 29 passed a first
reading in December 2007, but stalled in light of the government's
own version, Bill H 168, which became the amendment to Ontario's
OHSA. MPP Horvath criticized Bill H 168 as inadequately
protecting workers, in part because it was not geared specifically
toward bullying."' Nevertheless, the Ontario government's version
does recognize workplace violence and harassment as a health and
safety concern. The amendment to Ontario's OHSA, which became
effective on June 15, 2010, defines "workplace harassment" as
"engaging in a course of vexatious comment or conduct against a
worker in a workplace that is known or ought reasonably to be known
to be unwelcome."" 6
112. Id. at s. 58(8).
113. Id. at s. 61. In a prosecution of an offence pursuant to the Act, any act or
neglect on the part of a manager, agent, representative, officer, director, or
supervisor of the accused, whether or not the accused is a corporation, is deemed to
be the act or neglect of the accused.
114. An Act to Amend the Occupational Health and Safety Act to Protect
Workers from Harassment and Violence in the Workplace, S.O. Bill [29] (2007)
(Can.).
115. Andrea Horvath, Testimony at the Introduction of H 168, Ontario
Parliament (Apr. 20, 2009), available at http://www.healthyworkplacebill.org/
states/canadalon/horwath.pdf. For a discussion of the background to the passage of
Bill 128, see Frances R. Gallop, Ontario's Bully-Busting Bill: What It Means For
Employers (2009) (unpublished), available at http://www.filion.on.caluploads/File/
pdf/seminar2009/FRG-2009.pdf.
116. An Act to Amend the Occupational Health and Safety Amendment Act with
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Ontario's workplace violence and harassment law applies to
Ontario employers who are regulated by the OHSA law, where more
than five employees are "regularly employed.""' The Act requires
employers to take several steps towards prevention of workplace
harassment and violence, and requires employers to establish
strategies to deal with workplace violence. First, as part of their
initial obligations under the Act, employers must conduct an
assessment to determine the risk of workplace violence in the
workplace, based on the nature of the workplace and the type of
work performed. Further, employers must implement workplace
violence and harassment policies and procedures to control any risks
that were identified in the initial assessment, and must establish a
process for reporting and investigation of any incidents of workplace
violence or harassment."9
Additionally, the Ontario employer may have some disclosure
obligations that relate to an employee's known history; employers
and supervisors may be required to disclose personal information to a
worker about individuals with a known history of violent behavior
under certain circumstances: "if (a) the worker can be expected to
encounter that person in the course of his or her work; and (b) the
risk of workplace violence is likely to expose that worker to injury."12'
Because the new Act was an amendment to Ontario's existing
OHSA, there are also some requirements that dovetail with existing
OHSA obligations. For example, OHSA provides employees with
Respect to Violence and Harassment in the Workplace and Other Matters, R.S.O.
Bill [168] (2009) (Ont.). "Workplace violence" is defined as:
(a) the exercise of physical force by a person against a worker, in a
workplace, that causes or could cause physical injury to the worker, (b) an
attempt to exercise physical force against a worker, in a workplace, that
could cause physical injury to the worker, (c) a statement or behaviour that
it is reasonable for a worker to interpret as a threat to exercise physical force
against the worker, in a workplace, that could cause physical injury to the
worker.
Id. at § 1(a)-(c).
117. Occupational Health and Safety Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. 0.1, amended by S.O.
2009, c. 33, s. 32.0.1 (Can.).
118. Id. at s. 32.0.3.
119. Id. at s. 32.0.2.
120. Id at s. 32.0.5(3). The Act was also concerned with domestic violence, and
includes employer's obligations that extend beyond the workplace; if an employer
"ought reasonably" to be aware of domestic violence that could likely expose a
worker to injury in the workplace, the employer must take steps to ensure the safety
of the worker. Id. at s. 32.0.4.
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the right to refuse to work where conditions create a physical risk;
under the new regulations workers can also refuse to work if
conditions of workplace violence exist that are likely to endanger the
worker.121 Similarly, the penalties for noncompliance with the
amendments are those applicable to other OHSA violations, which
included fines of $500,000 for corporations.122 Also, as is the case
under the existing OHSA law, corporate directors and officers are
subject to personal liability if they fail to take "all reasonable care to
ensure that the corporation complies" with the OHSA, including the
new workplace violence and harassment requirements. 123 As is the
case under most Canadian OHS laws, Ontario's OHSA had a pre-
existing requirement for employers (with some exceptions) to
establish joint employer-employee safety and health committees or
appoint a safety and health representative;124 such a committee will
necessarily be involved in the implementation of the amendments.
Thus, we see an emergence of workplace bullying laws in Canada
that cannot be wholly disregarded as foreign and non-exportable.
While it may be true that moral harassment laws, like the Quebec
legislation, may not find traction in the U.S., this view does not
apparently contemplate Canadian (and, as discussed infra,
Australian) laws that view workplace bullying as a safety and health
issue. Certainly, it could be argued that countries with a dignitarian
tradition are more apt to recognize and legislate to protect a worker's
psychological health because social norms are in place making
harassment a moral outrage. Nevertheless, explaining the more
favorable reception to such laws by reference to a background
dignitarian normative structure provides an incomplete picture. Such
an explanation ignores the role of safety and health - as well as the
assumption that employees have a right to a safe workplace -
endemic to these countries and to the U.S. Europe, Canada, and the
U.S. each consider a safe and healthy workplace to be a basic right of
121. Id. at s. 43(3)(b.1).
122. Id. at s. 66(1)-(2).
123. Id. at s. 32(a). As with other OHSA violations, if an employer fails to comply
with the harassment and violence requirements, and an employee is injured or dies
due to workplace harassment or violence, the employer may be subject to criminal
sanctions for "recklessly breaching" their duty under the Canadian Criminal Code to
take reasonable steps to ensure the safety of workers. See id. at s. 32, 66(1): see also
An Act to Amend the Criminal Code (Criminal Liability of Organizations), R.S.C.
2003, Bill C-45 (Can).
124. Occupational Health and Safety Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. 0.1, amended by S.O.
2009, c. 33, ss. 8-9 (Can.).
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workers, positions reflected in internal legislation. Extending this
concern to psychological bullying may well be easier in a country that
adheres to a dignitarian view of the right to be free from harassment,
but such a view does not adequately explain why many anti-bullying
laws find a natural home within existing safety and health legislation
and accompanying regulatory frameworks.
B. Australia
Like the U.S. and Canada, Australia is a federation, having six
states and two territories.125  Further, Australia has an English
common-law tradition. Unlike the U.S., however, Australia has a
strong unionized workforce and a labor-based political party (the
Australian Labor Party), and therefore probably has more political
will to enact employee-friendly laws and/or interpret OHS law in an
employee-friendly manner.
The federal government has an occupational safety and health
law covering Commonwealth employees' and each state and
territory has its own OHS legislation, parts of which address mental
injury or mental health (in addition to specialized OHS laws, such as
those that pertain to maritime and mining). Safe Work Australia was
created as an independent statutory agency in 2009 to improve
national occupational health and safety outcomes. Safe Work
Australia is responsible for developing model work health and safety
(WHS) laws, which will consist of the model WHS Act, supported by
model WHS Regulations and model Codes of Practice that can be
readily adopted throughout Australia. This requires each state and
territory to pass their own laws that mirror the model WHS laws and
adopt them by December 2011.12' The model Bill's definition of
"health" includes both physical and psychological health, thereby
incorporating prevention of workplace bullying into the employer's
general duty clause (termed "primary duty"). However, the Bill does
not specifically address workplace bullying.'" Thus, as in Canada,
workplace bullying OHS laws have previously been left in the hands
125. Government in Australia FAQ, AUSTRALIAN GOVERNMENT, http://australia.
gov.aulabout-australialour-government/government-in-australia-faq (last visited Feb.
10, 2011).
126. Occupational Health and Safety (Commonwealth Employment) Act 1991
(Cth) (Austl.).
127. Model Work Health and Safety Act 2010 (Cth) pt 1, div 1, para 1 (Austl.).
128. Id. at pt 1, div 4.
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of state and territory governments and are consequently at varying
degrees of development. The leading Australian state in this process
is Victoria, which has successfully utilized the general duty clause of
its OHS and served as a pioneer in the field for other states."
1. Victoria
Section 21(1) of Victoria's Occupational Health & Safety Act
(OHS Act) states that "an employer shall provide and maintain so far
as is practicable for employees a working environment that is safe
without risks to health.",o "Health" under the Victoria law includes
both physical and psychological health."' Neither the OHS Act nor
the implementing regulations13 2 specifically address workplace
bullying or harassment, but the general duty clause, coupled with the
inclusion of psychological health under the Act, provides at least
minimal coverage. Indeed, the general duty clause was recently
invoked in a landmark workplace bullying case, the Brodie Panlock
case, discussed infra."'
In addition to the general employer duty to maintain a safe and
healthy working environment, an employer's duty under the OHS
Act includes adequate "supervision, instruction, information and
training necessary for employees to do their work safely" and a duty
to consult with an employee who is appropriately trained and acts as
an occupational health and safety representative.134 The regulating
agency for the state of Victoria is WorkSafe Victoria, which created
the 2009 Guidance Note on Preventing and Responding to Bullying at
Work.135  WorkSafe Victoria defines bullying as "repeated
unreasonable behavior directed towards a worker or group of
workers that creates a risk to health and safety.13 1 It is the agency's
129. New South Wales, for example, has adopted Victoria's guidelines on
prevention of workplace bullying, discussed infra, at Section IV.B.2.
130. Occupational Health and Safety Act 2004 (Vic) s 21(1) (Austl.).
131. Id. at s 5(1).
132. Occupational Health and Safety Regulations 2007 (Vic) (Austi.).
133. See infra note 143 and accompanying text.
134. Proposed Code of Practice for the Prevention of Bullying and Violence in the
Workplace, VICrORIAN WORKCOVER AUTHORITY 16 (2001).
135. WORKSAFE VICTORIA, PREVENTING AND RESPONDING TO BULLYING AT
WORK (2009), available at http://www.worksafe.vic.gov.au/wps/wcm/connect/f61387
00407f2b98ca4deelfb554c4OWorkSafe+bullying+at+work web.pdfMOD=AJPER
ES.
136. Id. at 3.
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position that bullying is covered under the Victoria OHS Act's
general duty clause.'37
Although WorkSafe Victoria's research has consistently shown
that 14 percent of workers in Victoria experienced bullying,"' there
are very few cases on bullying under Victoria's OHS law, and most of
them did not involve physical violence.139 A recent case in Victoria,
however, involved the prosecution of a business, the company's
director, and three employees under Victoria's OHS Act. The
charges were brought by WorkSafe Victoria following a coroner's
verdict that Brodie Panlock committed suicide caused by workplace
bullying.4 0
In the Cafl Vamp case, teenage waitress Brodie Panlock was
relentlessly bullied by her coworkers, and the manager allowed the
conduct to continue, until Brodie eventually committed suicide.14'
The coroner's inquest found that she had committed suicide because
of the bullying, and in February 2010, following guilty pleas, the
business, the manager, and Brodie's coworkers were sentenced under
the OHS Act. 42 The business was charged under section 21(2a) of the
OHS Act for a violation of the general duty clause, and fined
$110,000; the manager was charged under sections 21(2a) and 21(2e),
and section 144 of the OHS Act, 143 and fined a total of $30,000; the
137. Id. at 2.
138. WORKSAFE VICTORIA, THE VICTORIAN WORKCOVER AUTHORITY INCIDENCE
OF WORKPLACE BULLYING IN VICTORIA: SUMMARY FINDINGS, 3 (2004), available at
http://www.worksafe.vic.gov.au/wps/wcm/connect/359414804071f78d805edee1fb554c4
0/summary_oLbullying-incidence-reports.pdf?MOD=AJPERES.
139. Id.
140. WORKSAFE VICTORIA, supra note 1.
141. Id. The coroner found that Brodie was treated in an "extremely aggressive
and intimidating" manner and that her coworkers were "relentless in their efforts to
demean her." Steve Butcher, Workers Fined $115,000 Over Bullying of Cafe
Waitress, SYDNEY MORNING HERALD (Feb. 8, 2010), http://www.smh.com.
aulnational/workers-fined-115000-over-bullying-of-cafe-waitress-20100208-nlrj.html.
142. WORKSAFE VICTORIA, supra note 1.
143. Section 21(2a) provides that an employer violates the general duty clause,
section 21(1) if it fails to "provide or maintain plant or systems of work that are, so
far as is reasonably practicable, safe and without risks to health." Occupational
Health and Safety Regulations 2007 (Vic) s 21(2a) (Austl.). Section 21(2e) provides
that it is a violation of the general duty clause if an employer fails to "provide such
information, instruction, training or supervision to employees of the employer as is
necessary to enable those persons to perform their work in a way that is safe and
without risks to health." Id. at s 21(2e). Section 144 provides for the liability of
corporate officers for offenses by the corporate body. Id. at s 144.
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three employees were all charged under section 25 of the OHS Act'"
and charged $10,000, $30,000, and $45,000, respectively.145
The Cald Vamp case, like the Helen Green casel46 in the U.K.,
places employers on high alert of potential liability for failure to
prevent and correct workplace bullying.'47 The Cald Vamp case is an
example of an OHS law's general duty clause being used to not only
guide employers in their duties under the Act, but to penalize
responsible parties.
The U.S. OSH Act does have similar criminal penalties. Of
course, unlike the U.S. law and Victoria's OHS Act, the U.S. law does
not include psychological health in the definition of health. While the
focus on physical injury in the general duty clause is clearly a
significant hurdle, the author has previously laid the groundwork for
an interpretation of the general duty clause that allows for the
inclusion of workplace bullying.'48
A ten-year review of the Victoria legislation found that the use
of OHS law has enabled the state to make a significant impact on
workplaces, most importantly in terms of making employers, unions,
and communities accept bullying as an occupational health and safety
matter.149 Instructive for U.S. efforts, WorkSafe Victoria was able to
effectively use international research and literature to educate and
further these changes to the state's understanding of the issue as an
occupational safety and health matter.1"
144. Section 25 provides for corresponding employee duties to take reasonable
care for their own health and safety at work, as well as to "take reasonable care for
the health and safety of persons who may be affected by the employee's acts or
omissions at a workplace." Id. at s 25. Section 25 provides criminal penalties for
violations of the employee's duty of care. Id.
145. WORKSAFE VIcTORIA, supra note 1. Note also that all amounts are in
Australian dollars.
146. Green v. DB Group Servs. (U.K.) Ltd., [2006] EWHC (Q.B.) 1898 (Eng.).
147. At the time of sentencing, Worksafe Victoria reported that it was prosecuting
at least two other cases of workplace bullying and investigating several other cases.
WORKSAFE VICTORIA, supra note 1.
148. Harthill, supra note 8, at 1268-69.
149. Oonagh Marian Elizabeth Barron, What Have We Learnt? Ten Years of
OHS Laws and Workplace Bullying in Australia, Presentation at 7th International
Conference on Workplace Bullying and Harassment (June 3, 2010) (abstract on file
with author).
150. Id.
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2. Other Developments
Other Australian states, such as New South Wales and
Queensland, appear to be at the same stage of development as
Victoria on the issue of workplace bullying."' In Queensland, a
Workplace Bullying Taskforce issued a report in 2001 that focused on
the problem."" Although the 2001 report noted the difficulty in
prosecuting bullying cases under Queensland's Workplace Health
and Safety Act of 1995, any problems may have been reduced
following the tragic case of Brodie Panlock and the issuance of a
separate report on the prevalence of bullying at work in Queensland.
According to this latter report: "An alarming number of Queensland
employees have considered suicide or self-harm after being bullied or
harassed at work, prompting the workplace ombudsman to
recommend changes to the law.""'
Thus, Australian OHS law, although still in a somewhat fledgling
state, is at a more advanced stage than the U.S. law in this area. As
an initial matter, because state and commonwealth OHS laws define
"health" as both physical and psychological health, the textual
language of the law is open to the interpretation that workplace
bullying is an occupational health matter that falls within the
employer's general duty requirements. In contrast, the language of
the U.S. OSH Act's general duty clause does not readily lend itself to
such interpretation without a more nuanced analysis that requires
looking beyond the plain language of the statutory text.'- Further,
Australian regulators have taken the affirmative step to assert and
recognize that the general duty provision of the state OHS law covers
workplace bullying, and initiated policy guidance on prevention and
investigation. Finally, Victoria's regulators have taken the ultimate
151. New South Wales has adopted Victoria's guidelines on the prevention of
workplace bullying but no cases appear to have been prosecuted under the New
South Wales OHS, although some bullying cases have been successful when brought
in the context of unfair dismissal and tort claims. See generally Legal Cases for
Bullying, BEYOND BULLYING, http://www.beyondbullying.com.au/case.html (last
visited Mar. 9, 2011) (listing and linking to cases).
152. QUEENSLAND WORKPLACE BULLYING TASKFORCE, DEPARTMENT OF
INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS, WORKPLACE BULLYING: ISSUES PAPER (2001) 33, available
at http://pandora.nla.gov.au/pan/37183/20031105-0000/www.whs.qld.gov.au/task for
ces[bullying/bullinpaper.pdf.
153. Courtney Trenwith, Queensland Workers Bullied to Despair, BRISBANE
TIMES (July 6, 2010), http://www.brisbanetimes.com.au/queensland/queensland-
workersbullied-to-despair-20100706-zydc.html.
154. See generally Harthill, supra note 8.
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step in prosecuting an employer and employees for violation of the
state's general duty clause(s) in a case of bullying leading to suicide.
By December 2011, a national model OHS Act is expected to be
adopted throughout Australia and it remains to be seen what effect
this will have on workplace bullying regulations. Reviews of the
effectiveness of state initiatives are sorely needed to look not only at
the impact of the use of OHS law on the prevention and reduction of
workplace bullying, but also to review what, if any, impact bullying
regulation has had on businesses' bottom lines (profits, losses,
attrition, work absences, and other factors). Until then, perhaps the
only lesson that can be gleaned for the U.S. is that OSH law can be
successfully utilized to develop regulatory policies and guidelines.
C. The Nordic Countries: Sweden, Finland, and Norway
1. Sweden
Sweden is frequently viewed as the leader in recognizing and
combating the problem of workplace bullying, in part because
Sweden was the first country to attempt to address the problem,
issuing two safety and health regulations in 1993.1m Undoubtedly, the
155. VALD OCH HOT I ARBETSMILION [VIOLENCE AND THREATS IN THE WORKING
ENVIRONMENT] (Arbetarskyddsstyrelsens Forfattningssamling [AFS] 1993:2)
(Swed.); KRANKANDE SARBEHANDLING I ARBETSLIVET [VICTIMIZATION AT WORK]
(Arbetarskyddsstyrelsens Firfattningssamling [AFS] 1993:17) (Swed.). Perhaps
causing some confusion among commentators, the Swedish ordinance has sometimes
been referred to as a "moral harassment" law. See, e.g., Maria Isabel S. Guerrero,
Note, The Development of Moral Harassment (or Mobbing) Law in Sweden and
France As A Step Towards EU Legislation, 27 B.C. INT'L & COMP. L. REV. 477, 495
(2004) (proposing new E.U. moral harassment directive modeled on existing E.U.
directives and French and Swedish anti-harassment laws). The problem is largely due
to the various terms that are used to describe workplace bullying; workplace bullying
is largely a U.S. and U.K. term, moral harassment is largely a French term, while
other European countries have referred to the same phenomena as mobbing. For
this reason, this Article avoids a discussion of French law simply because it is entitled
a moral harassment law and does not appear to have an occupational safety and
health basis or focus. While most commentators are, in general terms, describing the
same phenomena, the label is tremendously important. Referring to foreign law as a
"moral harassment" law fuels the idea that all European law is grounded in notions
of human dignity and therefore cannot easily be imported into the U.S. because the
U.S. lacks a dignitarian tradition. But, it is just as likely that a victimization law that
finds a home in an OSH law is just that - the law stems from the recognition that
bullying is an occupational safety and health hazard. Of course, this could be an
endless chicken and egg debate - were bullying laws placed for adoption in a safety
and health regulatory framework because that was a convenient fit even though the
birthmother of the law was respect for human dignity? Or were bullying laws birthed
through OSH laws?
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regulation was spurred by the work of a Swedish workplace bullying
pioneer, Heinz Leymann."'
The Swedish regulatory system is similar to the OSH framework
in the U.S. in that the Swedish government has enacted an OSH
statute and a regulatory agency issues implementing ordinances, with
an Inspectorate that fulfills the same type of inspection and citation
responsibilities as the OSH Administration.' 7 Two Swedish safety
and health ordinances address workplace bullying: the Ordinance on
Violence and Menaces in the Working Environment,' and the
Ordinance on Victimization at Work.159
These ordinances were issued in 1993 by the Swedish National
Board of Occupational Safety and Health pursuant to section 18 of
the Work Environment Ordinance.16o The Ordinance on Violence
and Menaces is the broader regulation, dealing with "risks of violence
or threats of violence." 161 Violence is not specifically defined in this
ordinance, but the general recommendations of the Board explain
that "[v]iolence ranges from murder to harassment in the form of
threatening letters or phonecalls." 162 The Ordinance on Victimization
more specifically addresses workplace bullying, termed "victimization
at work."'63  Victimization at work is defined as "recurrent
reprehensible or distinctly negative actions which are directed against
156. Id. at 479.
157. The statute is the Work Environment Act, and the agency tasked with issuing
regulations was previously the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health,
now called the Work Environment Authority. See Law and Provisions, SWEDISH
WORK ENV'T AUTH., http://www.av.se/inenglish/lawandjustice/ (last visited Mar. 10,
2011).
158. VALD OCH HOT I ARBETSMILJON [VIOLENCE AND THREATS IN THE WORKING
ENVIRONMENT] (Arbetarskyddsstyrelsens Forfattningssamling [AFS] 1993:2)
(Swed.).
159. KRANKANDE SARBEHANDLING I ARBETSLIVET [VICTIMIZATION AT WORK]
(Arbetarskyddsstyrelsens Fbrfattningssamling [AFS] 1993:17) (Swed.).
160. 18 § ARBETSMILIOFORORDNING [WORK ENVIRONMENT ORDINANCE] (Svensk
forfattningssamling [SFS] 1977:1166) (Swed.). In 2001, the Swedish Work
Environment Authority was formed by amalgamating the ten districts of the Labour
Inspectorate and the National Board of Occupational Safety and Health. ABOUT US,
SWEDISH WORK ENVT AUTH., http://www.av.selinenglishlabout (last visited Feb. 22,
2011).
161. VALD OCH HOT I ARBETSMILJON [VIOLENCE AND THREATS IN THE WORKING
ENVIRONMENT] (Arbetarskyddsstyrelsens Forfattningssamling [AFS] 1993:2)
(Swed.).
162. Id.
163. KRANKANDE SARBEHANDLING I ARBETSLIVET [VICTIMIZATION AT WORK]
(Arbetarskyddsstyrelsens Forfattningssamling [AFS] 1993:17) (Swed.).
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individual employees in an offensive manner and can result in those
employees being placed outside the workplace community."'" The
Swedish National Board of Occupational Safety and Health's
Guidance provisions further explain that "victimization" is a
collective term for the phenomena of "adult bullying, mental
violence, social rejection, and harassment."'6  The Board cogently
described types of victimization behavior that today are well known
and documented by numerous studies:166 slandering an employee,
deliberately withholding work-related information or supplying
incorrect work information, deliberately sabotaging work
performance, insulting ostracism, offensive "administrative penal
sanctions.",6 7
The Board recommendations also provided examples of the
safety and health consequences of victimization at work, thereby
justifying the need for the ordinance.6's The Board identified
consequences that are now well-established but were ground-
breaking in 1993; examples of consequences among individual
employees include high stress level, physical illness, and "mental
reactions."16 9 Examples of consequences among the working group
include reduced efficiency and productivity, high sickness
absenteeism, and large personnel turnover. 70  The Board's
recommendations, like their U.S. OSHA counterpart, are
prophylactic in nature, emphasizing the preventative work,
environment policy, and employer preparedness for psychological,
social, and organizational aspects of the work environment to the
same extent as employer obligations regarding the physical working
164. Id.
165. Id.
166. See supra Section III.
167. KRANKANDE SARBEHANDLING I ARBETSLIVET [VICTIMIZATION AT WORK]
(Arbetarskyddsstyrelsens Forfattningssamling [AFS] 1993:17) (Swed.). Offensive
administrative sanctions are further defined as causing "high, prolonged stress or
other abnormal and hazardous mental strains on the individual." Id This again
demonstrates the requisite link between the victimization and safety and health risks.
16 8. Id.
169. Id.
170. Id. But cf Helge Hoel et al., Organisational Effects of Bullying, in BULLYING
AND EMOTIONAL ABUSE IN THE WORKPLACE: INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES IN
RESEARCH AND PRACTICE, supra note 8, at 146-49 (listing studies from Norway,
Finland, the U.K., and Australia which call into question the correlation between
bullying and sickness absenteeism).
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conditions.'
Although the Swedish legislation has been viewed as a model by
advocates in other countries, 2 the Swedish ordinance has several
shortcomings. Although Sweden was the first country to enact
specific legislation to deal with workplace bullying in 1993 and is
widely regarded as a model in the field, the effectiveness of the
legislation and its potential for combating the problem on the ground
had surprisingly not been evaluated until recently."' To address this,
Helge Hoel and Stale Einarsen recently undertook a qualitative study
and identified several shortcomings indicating that the Swedish law
has not necessarily resulted in effective regulation of behavior.7 4 The
shortcomings were: (1) the law itself; (2) the response of employers;
(3) the response of trade unions; (4) the response of the bodies
responsible for enforcement; and (5) weaknesses in the victims'
opportunities for redress.'7 ' As posited in an earlier article, the
Swedish experience provides lessons for any emerging U.S model.' 6
Although Hoel and Einarsen concluded that the Swedish
regulation has had a positive initial and ongoing impact in raising
awareness of the problem, it has not necessarily led to changes in
behavior due to a combination of problems."'7  Some of these
shortcomings, such as lack of sanctions and lack of a private cause of
action, can be viewed as structural (i.e., part of the design of the
regulation itself), but other problems, such as lack of a litigation
culture, are related to the culture and politics of Sweden, resulting in
employer apathy.
Some of the shortcomings of the Swedish law that have led to the
perceived ineffectiveness of the regulation found by Hoel and
Einarsen can arguably be traced to a failure of the typical regulatory
enforcement structure, such as low inspection rates and employer
apathy resulting from a lack of sanctions and penalties at both the
171. KRANKANDE SARBEHANDLING I ARBETSLIVET [VICTIMIZATION AT WORK]
(Arbetarskyddsstyrelsens Forfattningssamling [AFS] 1993:17) (Swed.).
172. Helge Hoel & Stale Einarsen, Shortcomings of Antibullying Regulations:
The Case of Sweden, 19 EUR. J. WORK & ORG. PSYCHOL. 30, 30 (2010).
173. Id.
174. Id. at 35-44.
175. Id,
176. Harthill, supra note 8, at 1302.
177. Hoel & Einarsen, supra note 172, at 47-48.
178. Id.
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governmental and private level.179 One surprising finding was that the
trade unions had been ambiguous about ensuring the effectiveness of
the regulation, caught between representing employee and employer
interests as well as prioritizing traditional workplace issues over
workplace bullying.'" This supports the view of the relative
importance of trade union involvement in a successful campaign to
raise awareness and effectively regulate responses, from the initial
advocacy stage to an ongoing role in ensuring effective compliance.
Hoel and Einarsen's conclusion provides important guidance for the
U.S.: workplace bullying requires an integrated approach utilizing
legislation, self-regulation, and engaging employers, unions, and
employees."'
Comparing the U.S. to Sweden, or any Nordic country, is
particularly fraught with difficulty because of the vast differences in
culture, politics, and legal traditions. Nevertheless, the observations
of Hoel and Einarsen can provide some useful insight into what does
and does not work in an OSH-based regulatory regime. Problems
with effectuating the Swedish ordinances due to the ineffective role of
the Inspectorate can be likened to the ineffectiveness of the OSHA
inspectors in the U.S.; however, the American OSH Act does have an
advantage over its Swedish counterpart because the Act allows
sanctions in the forms of penalties and fines. Both laws lack a private
cause of action, which was viewed as problematic by Hoel and
Einarsen in the Swedish study. On the bright side, Hoel and Einarsen
concluded that the Swedish ordinance raised awareness of the
phenomenon and this is something that the U.S. sorely needs; key
constituents are unlikely to accept new regulation unless they are
made aware of and recognize the existence and extent of the
problem." In the final analysis, a multi-pronged approach is essential
and the lesson to be learned from the Swedish experience is that OSH
is a start but not the end.
179. Id. at 37-38.
180. Id. at 39.
181. Id. at 47-48.
182. Inclusion of an OSH-type law may not have the advantages of a new cause of
action but nevertheless can generate awareness of the problem. Just giving the
problem legal recognition can serve an important function. See, e.g., Parkes, supra
note 94, at 442 (citing Elizabeth Schnedier regarding assertion of new rights by
domestic violence victims). Also, placing a new law within an OSH framework
removes it from the realm of "individual" behavior - bullies are just a few bad
apples - and placing it firmly in the realm of "organizational" behavior - a problem
that employers have to address because it is structurallsystemic.
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2. Finland and Norway
Finland and Norway have also introduced OSH-based workplace
bullying laws in the past decade. Finland introduced the
Occupational Safety and Health Act in 2002 (effective January
2003).18' The Act requires employers to address and correct
"harassment and other inappropriate treatment" in the Workplace.1
The Finnish system tracks the familiar regulatory OSH system with
command-and-control legislation, with a government agency fulfilling
the role of inspection, compliance, and penalty assessment.
The Finnish view of occupational safety and health is holistic: "In
Finland, besides healthy and safe working conditions, occupational
safety and health also covers the conditions and terms of
employment, mental wellbeing, management and the efficient
functioning of organisations, and productivity." The Finnish Act
also adopted the ILO's principle of a tripartite system, with the
government, employers, and employees participating in planning,
adopting, and implementing occupational safety and health actions."
The Finnish system relies on labor agreements to provide for
employee representation at worksites, but in the absence of any union
agreement, employers with ten or more employees must have an
employee safety and health representative.'" Although only seven in
one hundred workplaces have ten or more workers," many
workplaces are unionized and governed by collective agreements.
Nevertheless, the impact and importance of employee representatives
183. 5 ch. 28 § TYOTURVALLISUUSLAKI [OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH
ACT] (Suomen Laki [Finnish Law] 738:2002) (requiring employers to take measures
in cases of "harassment and other inappropriate treatment" at work, that has the
potential to endanger the health and well-being of targets). The 2002 Finnish Act
heavily revised an older OSH law that had included a reference to "psychic" hazards.
9a § TYOTURVALLISUUS JA TERVEYS ACT (299/1958) SOVELTAMISALAA
[OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH ACT (299/1958) SPHERE OF APPLICATION]
(Suomen Laki [Finnish Law] 27:1987). The effectiveness of the 2002 Act and the
measures identified is in need of review; a 2008 study found that Finland had the
highest rates of workplace bullying in Europe. Finland Leads Europe in Workplace
Bullying, YLE (Nov. 11, 2008), http://yle.fi/uutiset/news/2008/09/finland_1eads
europe-in-workplace-bullying320640.html.
184. Id.
185. FINLAND MINISTRY OF Soc. AFF. & HEALTH, BROCHURE 2006:16 ENG,
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY IN FINLAND 6-9 (2007).
186. Id. at 4.
187. Id. at 12.
188. Id. at 9-10.
189. Id. at 24.
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in the Finnish system is difficult to assess. This problem is
exacerbated with regard to the significance of unions and employee
representatives in enacting the Finnish law, because the law itself
appeared to emerge in conformance with European Union and ILO
directives.'90
Countries like Finland and Sweden may be more receptive to the
inclusion of workplace bullying within their occupational safety and
health systems because of a broader conception of occupational
safety and health. Nordic countries tend to view a good working
environment as including not just occupational safety and health but
also "terms of employment and the psychic well-being of the
employees."' The Finnish OSH administration has acknowledged
that the concept of safety and health has therefore been extended to
include mental well-being, as well as "contentment with the work,
skills and motivation, good organization and management." 92
Finland's OSH guidelines are illustrative of this holistic view: "The
occupational safety and health administration, in close cooperation
with the labour market organisations [sic], affects the functioning of
the workplaces and working environment by increasing the
employees' occupational safety, well-being, health and results of their
activities."'
Norway has taken a slightly different path to recognize OSH
coverage of workplace bullying. In 2001, the government of Norway
and social partners entered into the Inclusive Workplace Agreement
(IW-Agreement), a tripartite agreement covering the period of 2001-
2005.194 The IW-Agreement was a response to Norway's high levels of
absence due to illness and correspondingly high levels of workers
receiving disability benefits.' 95 The aim of the IW-Agreement was to
focus responsibility on the workplace for reducing the flow of workers
into disability benefits, necessarily focusing on reducing sickness
190. The E.U. position is that an existing health and safety directive already covers
workplace bullying. See Council Directive 89/391, On the Introduction of Measures
to Encourage Improvements in the Safety and Health of Workers at Work, 1989 O.J.
(L 183) (EEC).
191. FINLAND MINISTRY OF Soc. AFF. & HEALTH, BROCHURE 2004:5,
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH AND SAFETY IN FINLAND 5 (2004).
192. Id.
19 3. Id.
194. Org. for Econ. Co-op. and Dev. [OECD], The Inclusive Workplace
Agreement: Past Effects and Future Directions 5 (Nov. 2005).
195. Id. at 4.
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absence.'" Norway's anti-bullying campaign, launched in 2004, was
part of this IW-Agreement.9 As with the IW-Agreement, the
objective was to focus responsibility for workplace bullying on the
workplace principals, employers, employees, and representatives.
Thus, the Nordic countries have developed a more holistic
concept of occupational safety and health, one which includes
physical, mental, and social well-being. However, further research is
needed to determine whether this expanded concept of the working
environment occurred prior to, contemporaneously with, or as a
result of the inclusion of protection from workplace bullying. Further
research is also needed on the effectiveness of Finland and Norway's
anti-bullying measures.98
D. The United Kingdom
The U.K. has adopted a multi-pronged approach to address,
correct, and redress workplace bullying, utilizing stalking legislation,
common law principles, union campaigns, and safety and health
programs focused on work-related stress.'" In 1997, the U.K. enacted
the Protection from Harassment Act (PHA), which provides criminal
and civil penalties for harassment in a number of different contexts,
including the workplace." PHA is not a safety and health legislation,
196. Id. at 5. The IW-Agreement had three objectives: to reduce sickness absence
by at least 20 percent, to increase employment of workers with disabilities, and to
increase the retirement age to prolong working life. Id. Einarsen and Hoel, in
reviewing the IW-Agreement, however, have observed a relatively weak link
between sickness absences and workplace bullying. Helge Hoel et al., Organisational
Effects of Bullying, in BULLYING AND EMOTIONAL ABUSE IN THE WORKPLACE:
INTERNATIONAL PERSPECTIVES IN RESEARCH AND PRACTICE, supra note 8, at 147.
197. StAle Einarsen et al., Mobbing I Arbeidslivet: Et Vanskelig Begrep PA Et
Utbredt Fenomen [Bullying at Work: A Difficult Concept for a Widespread
Phenomenon], MAGMA, no. 3, 2005 at 2 (Nor.). Five percent of Norwegian workers
self-report bullying, about 50 percent by supervisors. Id at 1.
198. For an example of a descriptive account of prevention and intervention
measures taken in Finland, see Denise Salin, Organizational Measures Taken
Against Workplace Bullying: The Case of Finnish Municipalities 4-11 (Swed. Sch. of
Econ. & Bus. Admin., Working Paper No. 521, 2006), available at
http://hdl.handle.net/10227/ 251. Although not an analysis of effectiveness of these
measures, the Salin report identifies some empirical data reporting a negative
correlation between having an anti-bullying policy and the prevalence of workplace
bullying. Id. at 7. The Salin report also identified the problem of lack of data
collected by businesses on effectiveness, and acknowledged the need for, and
difficulties in, assessing effectiveness. Id at 20-21.
199. See generally Harthill, supra note 10, at 253.
200. Protection from Harassment Act, 1997, c. 40, § 1 (Eng.).
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but is a general antiharassment law initially aimed at combating
stalking. It was not initially seen as a workplace law, but because of
its broad language, it has been interpreted to include workplace
bullying. In 2005, England's highest court held that the doctrine of
vicarious liability applied to cases of workplace harassment - in effect
making the employer liable for workplace bullying.20
In addition, the U.K. views work-related stress as a safety and
health concern, and workplace bullying is viewed by the British
government as a stress issue. Therefore, developments in the U.K.
are noteworthy, particularly since the developments seem to be part
of a wider, more holistic approach that brings together some of the
elements that Hoel and Einarsen posit are missing in the Swedish
model.
1. OSH Laws, Regulations, and Administrative Standards
The U.K.'s equivalent to the U.S. OSH Act is the Health and
Safety at Work Act of 1974 (HSWA),2 ' and the regulations
thereunder are the Management of Health and Safety at Work
Regulations of 1999 (MHSWR). 203 The HSWA imposes a statutory
duty on employers "to ensure, so far as is reasonably practicable, the
health, safety and welfare of all [their] employees."0 The MHSWR
impose a duty on employers to "consider the risks to employees
(including the risk of reasonably foreseeable violence); decide how
significant these risks are; decide what to do to prevent or control the
risks; and develop a clear management plan to achieve this."205 The
HSWA allows for private causes of action for violations of the
regulations. 206 Further, because the language of the HSWA is
201. Majrowski v. Guy's and St. Thomas's NHS Trust, [2005] EWCA (Civ) 251, at
41 (Eng.); see generally Harthill, supra note 10, at 253. The most famous PHA
workplace bullying case in the U.K. is the 2007 case of Helen Green where Ms.
Green's total damage award of £800,000 included emotional distress damages. Green
v. DB Group Servs. (U.K.) Ltd., [2006] EWHC 1898 (Q.B.) (Eng.).
202. Health and Safety at Work Act, 1974, c. 37 (U.K.).
203. The Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations, 1999, S.I.
1999/3242 (U.K.) (emphasis added).
204. Health and Safety at Work Act, 1974, c. 37, § 2(1) (U.K.).
205. Work-Related Violence, HEALTH AND SAFETY EXECUTIVE, http://www.hse.
gov.uk/violencellaw.htm (last updated Sept. 16,2010) (emphasis added).
206. Health and Safety at Work Act, c. 37, § 47(2) ("Breach of a duty imposed by
health and safety regulations . . . shall, so far as it causes damage, be actionable
except in so far as the regulations provide otherwise."). A 2003 amendment to
Management of Health and Safety at Work Regulations (MHSWR) removed an
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sufficiently broad, cases of workplace bullying can be brought under
the HSWA without concern for proving likelihood of any physical
injury.0
The Health and Safety Executive (HSE) is an independent
government agency responsible for enforcing the HSWA and health
and safety standards.2 0 It is the position of the HSE that employers
have a duty under the HSWA and MHSWR to assess and control the
risk of stress-related illnesses arising from work activities.2" In
addition to its warning pronouncements regarding the scope of an
employer's general duty clause obligations to deal with workplace
violence and stress, the HSE has relied upon a social partnership
approach, issuing guidelines and tools for employers to utilize on a
voluntary basis.2 10 In 2004, the HSE launched education efforts and
standards regarding work-related stress, in the form of the HSE
Management Standards on Work-Related Stress (Management
Standards).211
exclusion of civil liability for breach of the regulations, and it therefore appears that a
bullied employee could try to bring a civil lawsuit against an employer for breach of
the general duty clause. The Health and Safety Executive stress management
standards, discussed infra, could be used as a guideline if such a suit is brought.
207. Health and Safety at Work Act, c. 37, § 47(6) ("In this section 'damage'
includes the death of, or injury to, any person (including any disease and any
impairment of a person's physical or mental condition)."). The Health and Safety
Executive reports that some civil cases have been successfully brought under the
HSWA and HSWR, but none of these cases involved workplace bullying. HEALTH
AND SAFETY EXECUTIVE, supra note 9. But see Connor v. Surrey County Council,
[20101 EWCA Civ. 286 (Eng.). The English High Court awarded a head teacher
f387,788 in damages, not including interest and past loss, on her claims against her
employer for psychiatric injury, resulting from bullying. Id. The plaintiff utilized
both common law claims of negligence and breach of the duty of trust, and statutory
claims under the PHA of 1997 and the MHSWR. Id. The plaintiff endured two years
of anxiety and low morale, and the court concluded that her employer ought to have
considered that the plaintiff was at risk of psychiatric injury from stress, part of which
resulted from workplace bullying (or in this case, mobbing). Id The Court found
that the employer disregarded the plaintiff's health and welfare and that of her staff.
Id.
208. See generally About HSE, HEALTH AND SAFETY EXECUTIVE, http://
www.hse.gov.uklaboutus/index.htm (last visited July 16, 2010). The functions of the
HSE were delegated from a predecessor agency, the Health and Safety Commission
("HSC"), which merged with HSE in 2008; therefore references in text will be to
HSE to reduce confusion. Legislative Reform (Health and Safety Executive) Order,
2008, S.I. 2008/960 (U.K.).
209. HEALTH AND SAFETY EXECUTIVE, supra note 9.
210. See Harthill, supra note 10, at 289-90.
211. HEALTH AND SAFETY EXECUTIVE, supra note 9.
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Employers are required by law to consult with employees on
occupational safety and health matters in the U.K. under a complex
system of regulations wherein the type of employee representative or
committee depends on whether the workplace is unionized or non-
unionized, or both.212 in general, employers must consult with
employees, either through a committee, employee representative, or
employees individually, on the following matters:
* the introduction of any measure which may substantially
affect their health and safety at work, for example the
introduction of new equipment or new systems of work
(such as the speed of a process line and shift-work
arrangements);
* arrangements for getting competent people to help them
comply with health and safety laws (a competent person is
someone who has sufficient training and experience or
knowledge and other qualities that allow them to help an
employer meet the requirements of health and safety law);
* the information they must give their employees on the risks
and dangers arising from their work, measures to reduce or
get rid of these risks and what employees should do if they
are exposed to a risk;
* the planning and organisation of health and safety training;
and
* the health and safety consequences of introducing new
technology.
It is difficult to assess what role, if any, employee safety and
health representatives and committees have had in advancing
workplace bullying as a safety and health concern, or in implementing
prevention and intervention measures in the British workplace.
However, the Trade Union Congress214 claims that unions were
partially responsible for the HSE's recognition that stress is a major
212. Consulting Employees on Health and Safety: A Brief Guide to the Law,
HEALTH AND SAFETY EXECUTIVE (Oct. 2008), available at http://www.hse.gov.uk
/pubns/indg232.pdf. The governing regulations for unionized workplaces are the
Safety Representatives and Safety Committees Regulations 1977 (as amended), and
for nonunionized workplaces are the Health and Safety (Consultation with
Employees) Regulations 1996 (as amended). Id. at 1.
213. Id. at 3.
214. The Trades Union Congress represents fifty-eight unions, which represent
over six million employees. About the TUC, TRADE UNION CONGRESS, http://www.
tuc.org.uk/thetuc/index.cfm (last visited Mar. 8, 2011).
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cause of work-related ill health.215
2. The Health and Safety Executive and Management Standards on
Work-Related Stress
The Management Standards provide several tools for employers,
but a shortcoming of these standards is that they focus on stress
generally, not workplace bullying. Nevertheless, the HSE
Management Standards do provide guidance for employers to self-
evaluate the risk of work-related stress within their organization,
assess their performance against a benchmark, and develop
interventions to achieve the goals identified.216 HSE's Management
Standards are a useful educational tool for employers, particularly
because they provide information on the costs associated with stress.
Again, the shortcomings of the Management Standards are that they
are voluntary and they focus on stress rather than bullying. Of
course, workplace bullying is a major cause of work-related stress, but
the value of the Management Standards is considerably diluted
because it is nonmandatory and does not expressly address workplace
bullying.
Indeed, the Management Standards may have had little, if any,
impact on workplace bullying in the past decade - HSE has
recognized that the Management Standards have offered little
guidance for intervention in cases of workplace bullying. Beginning
in 2006, HSE prepared a series of planned reports to review current
research on workplace bullying and to identify gaps in current
knowledge to further define areas of HSE research."' However, the
status of workplace bullying as an occupational health and safety
218
concern remains peripheral and static.
The OSH experience in the U.K. is therefore mixed. First, the
215. Health and Safety Executive's Management Standards for Work-Related
Stress, A Guide for Safety Representatives, TRADE UNION CONGRESS (July 1, 2005),
http://www. tuc.org.uk/workplace/tuc-10147-fO.cfm.
216. The HSE's position is that stress and stress-related illness are not a reportable
injury under the Reporting of Injuries, Diseases and Dangerous Occurrences
Regulations of 1995 (RIDDOR). HEALTH AND SAFETY EXECUTIVE, supra note 9
("[The] question of whether to include occupational stress as a RIDDOR reportable
disease was considered during the development of the current Regulations. On the
advice of HSC's Occupational Health Advisory Committee, it was not included.").
217. JOHANNA BESWICK ET AL., BULLYING AT WORK: A REVIEW OF THE
LITERATURE (2006), available at http://www.workstress.net/downloads/literature
review.pdf.
218. Id. at 2.
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focus of the HSE has been on stress, not workplace bullying. Second,
even with an acknowledgement that workplace bullying is a form of
stress-related illness that requires employer intervention, HSE has
relied on a voluntary approach that may not be effective. It is
difficult to assess the effectiveness of voluntary OSH intervention and
awareness strategies standing alone, because they do not stand alone;
the U.K. approach combines occupational safety and health guidance
with legislative protection and private litigation through the PHA and
union, as well as grassroots dignity at work campaigns.
On the other hand, transporting the U.K. model to the U.S. is
relatively simple - throw everything against the wall and hope that
something sticks. Thus, the combination of the Workplace Bullying
Institute (WBI) grassroots campaign, eventual passage of the HWB,
and an OSH regulation or guidance may eventually lead to greater
awareness of the problem and perhaps even redress. The only
ingredient missing in this workplace bullying soup is union
involvement. Certainly, the battle has been a long one and the tea
leaves tell us that it will likely continue for some time.
V. Tentative Conclusions and Call for Further Research
Common features that emerge from the review of OSH
legislation in other countries are: union involvement at some stage of
the process, although it is not clear at what stage; joint employer-
employee safety and health committees; inclusion of a broader OSH
concern with workplace violence and/or work-related stress; and a
broad definition of health that encompasses mental health. Further
observations are that in a federated system states take on their
assigned role as laboratories, leading the way in recognizing new
workplace protections.
The first common feature, union involvement, is often believed
to be an essential part of anti-bullying legislation, and certainly
unions have had some involvement in workplace bullying safety and
health initiatives in the countries surveyed. There is no clear picture,
however, on the exact nature of their involvement and whether union
action is a necessary agent of legal change, although Hoel and
Einarsen have shown that union engagement - or lack of it-is
probably significant once legislation is passed. Again, without fully
understanding the emergence of workplace bullying safety and health
regulation, the role unions have played in that emergence, and the
role of unions in sustaining regulatory initiatives at the workplace
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level, it is difficult to assess whether similar efforts in the U.S. will
flounder without union input at the front end and/or back end. But,
union involvement does not seem to be any impediment to change
and should therefore be encouraged.
There are some fledgling signs that unions in the U.S. are
beginning to engage in the workplace bullying conversation, primarily
from the safety and health perspective, which is consistent with the
role that unions have traditionally played in occupational safety and
health. The American Federation of Teachers (AFT) is an example
of a union that has pushed for recognizing workplace bullying as a
safety and health concern among staff and teachers - perhaps not
surprising that the concern has segued from the schoolyard to the
workplace. An AFT survey of union members regarding coworker
violence found that 34 percent to 60 percent reported at least one
negative act in the prior six months, broken down as follows:
* humiliated or ridiculed (20 percent - 33 percent);
* insulting / offensive remarks made (15 percent - 38
percent);
* intimidated / threatening behavior (10 percent - 23
percent);
* ignored or shunned (23 percent - 40 percent);
* excessive teasing / sarcasm (10 percent - 21 percent);
* shouted or raged at (15 percent - 27 percent).21 9
The AFT has also produced training health and safety program
materials for its members on workplace bullying, borrowing resources
and materials from the Workplace Bullying Institute and British trade
union counterparts.220
The New York State Public Employees Federation (PEF) has
219. Work Shouldn't Hurt: Workplace Bullying Not to Be Tolerated, Am. Fed'n
of Tchr. Paraprofessional and School-Related Personnel Conference (Apr. 8-11,
2010), available at http://www.aft.org/pdfs/psrp/confl0materials/PSRPConfl0_58.pdf.
The AFT has also reported on efforts by the University of Connecticut Professional
Employees Association, which is part of a multi-union and employer committee that
has been discussing ways of addressing workplace "incivility." Id
220. Id. In addition, starting in January 2009, hospitals accredited by the AFT's
Joint Commission were required to prepare a code of conduct that defines
acceptable/unacceptable behaviors and sets up a process to manage behaviors and
complaints. Beware, Big Bad Bully, HEALTHWIRE (Am. Fed'n of Tchr[s].,
Washington, D.C.), Jan/Feb 2009, at 5, available at http://www.aft.org/pdfs/
healthwire/HW-janfeb09.pdf.
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been working on similar efforts, launching a major "Stop The
Violence" campaign in 2005.221 Perhaps in response to union
pressure, in 2006, New York enacted the Workplace Violence
Prevention Law.22   The New York law and the subsequent
regulations enacted in 2009223 require public employers to develop and
implement workplace violence prevention programs that cover all
employees at each of their worksites. 22 ' The law requires state
employers, such as state agencies, to develop comprehensive
workplace violence prevention programs, significantly requiring such
development to include the full participation of public employee
union representatives. 225 "Violence" is at once broadly and narrowly
defined; the definition seems to refer to aggressive acts that may
include nonphysical harassment, but the statute is drafted overall to
address physical threats and acts of violence.226 Nevertheless, the New
York law has embarked on a path that can eventually segue into
addressing workplace bullying.
Similarly, joint employer-employee safety and health committees
are emerging in the state setting, as evidenced by the New York
Workplace Violence Prevention Law which requires union
participation, although not fully embracing a requirement for
ongoing committees. Some states have gone further; Oregon, for
example, requires public and private employers to establish and
administer a safety committee, or hold safety meetings, to
communicate and evaluate safety and health issues.227
Another common feature of some of the countries surveyed is
that the safety and health laws, regulations, and voluntary standards
can be viewed as a sub-set, or offshoot, of a broader, more
generalized focus - the broad focus in the U.K. was stress and in the
Nordic countries and Canada it was violence. Workplace bullying is
of course a source of stress and is clearly linked to several stress-
related illnesses, while violence is a broad term for physical and
psychological assault that also causes physical and mental injury or
221. Stop Workplace Violence, N.Y. ST. PUB. EMPs. FED'N, http://www.pef.org/
stop-workplace-violence/ (last visited Mar. 8, 2011).
222. N.Y. LAB. LAW § 27(b) (McKinney 2010).
223. N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGs. tit. 12, § 800.6 (2010).
224. N.Y. LAB. LAW § 27(b); tit. 12, § 800.6.
225. See, e.g., tit. 12, §§ 800.6 (e)(1), (f)(3), (g)(1), (h)(1).
226. See, e.g., tit. 12, §§ 800.6 (d)(7), (d)(11).
227. OR. ADMIN. R. 437-001-0765 (2011).
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illness. In the U.S., OSHA and NIOSH have both started to focus on
these broader areas of stress and violence, but only NIOSH appears
to acknowledge that workplace bullying is a form of violence. 28 This
development should be approached with caution because subsuming
workplace bullying within the larger concerns of stress or violence
might ultimately fail to recognize bullying as a distinct problem that
potentially requires a specific definition, intervention, and other
programs and/or remedies.
The lessons for the U.S. from this comparative review are - not
surprisingly - that we need a multi-pronged approach, but also that
the OSH aspect should be a main part of that approach and not
sidelined. At the very least, the Swedish experience suggests that
OSH laws are effective at increasing awareness. But, of course, it is
clear that awareness of risk and the hope of self-regulation is not an
incentive to change workplace behavior - employers need both the
carrot and the stick. An OSH-style regulation and awareness
program can be effective in starting employers down the right track,
perhaps beginning at the state level with union involvement either
from a workplace violence perspective or a work-related stress
perspective, and utilizing joint safety and health committees where
possible. Although state-by-state development is slow and
incremental, it may be the best viable option to begin to tackle this
devastating problem.
228. See generally Harthill, supra note 8, at 1260.
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